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Abstract
There is a correspondence between integrable lattice models of statistical mechanics
and discrete integrable equations which satisfy multidimensional consistency, where the
latter may be found in a quasi-classical expansion of the former. This paper extends this
correspondence to interaction-round-a-face (IRF) models, resulting in a new formulation of
the consistency-around-a-cube (CAC) integrability condition applicable to five-point equa-
tions in the square lattice. Multidimensional consistency for these equations is formulated
as consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC), which namely involves satisfying
an overdetermined system of fourteen five-point lattice equations for eight unknown vari-
ables on the face-centered cubic unit cell. From the quasi-classical limit of IRF models,
which are constructed from the continuous spin solutions of the star-triangle relations
associated to the Adler-Bobenko-Suris (ABS) list, fifteen sets of equations are obtained
which satisfy CAFCC.
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1 Introduction
The property of multidimensional consistency, or consistency-around-a-cube (CAC), is widely
accepted as a definition for integrability of partial difference equations defined on faces of the
square lattice (e.g., [1, Ch. 3] and references therein). This property essentially implies that
the equations may be consistently extended into two-dimensional sublattices of n-dimensional
lattices depending on n associated lattice parameters, which may be regarded as the discrete
analogue of the existence of hierarchies of compatible equations that are found for integrable
partial differential equations. Perhaps the most interesting result following the emergence of
CAC as an integrability condition was a classification of scalar CAC equations given by Adler,
Bobenko, and Suris (ABS) [2, 3], now commonly referred to as the ABS list.
In recent works [4–7], it has been found how integrable lattice (or quad) equations in the
ABS list arise as part of a more general integrable structure based on a special form of the
Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) known as the star-triangle relation (STR). Essentially, the ABS
equations are equivalent to the equations for the saddle points in a quasi-classical expansion
of the STR. Through this connection the STRs themselves may be naturally interpreted
as quantum counterparts (in a path-integral sense) of the equations in the ABS list, and the
entire ABS list may be systematically generated through the degenerations and quasi-classical
expansions of the STRs [7].
Motivated by these results, this paper considers the classical equations that arise from
interaction-round-a-face (IRF) type models of statistical mechanics that are associated with
the star-triangle relations. The expression for the classical IRF Yang-Baxter equation will
motivate a new formulation of multidimensional consistency, which is applicable to five-point
lattice equations that come from the classical limit of the IRF Boltzmann weights. Such five-
point equations can be considered as equations defined on a face of the face-centered cube1,
which will be a central idea for their multidimensional consistency. These equations will be
referred to in this paper as face-centered quad equations to distinguish them from the regular
quad equations which satisfy CAC. The face-centered quad equation and the face-centered
cube have a graphical interpretation given below on the left and the right respectively.
1Throughout this paper, face-centered cube refers to the face-centered cubic unit cell.
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The face-centered quad equations are expressed in terms of polynomials in five variables x,
xa, xb, xc, xd, with linear dependence on the four corner variables xa, xb, xc, xd, respectively.
They also depend on the two-component parameters α = (α1, α2) and β = (β1, β2), assigned
to the edges. If n is the degree of x, such face-centered quad equations may be written in the
form
n∑
i=0
Pi(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)x
i = 0,
where under a parameter specialisation, the coefficients Pi(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β), i = 0, . . . , n,
are expressions for affine-linear quad polynomials in the variables xa, xb, xc, xd.
The above face-centered quad equations cannot satisfy a usual form of multidimensional
consistency formulated as CAC. The main reason for this is the appearance of the face vari-
able x that has no counterpart for CAC, but also needs to be involved in determining the
consistency of the equations. To address this, an analogue of the property of CAC will be
formulated as consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC). For CAFCC, the six face-
centered quad equations are defined on six faces of the face-centered cube, and the three
parameters α, β, and γ, are associated to three orthogonal lattice directions, analogously to
CAC. However, in order to properly define an evolution around the face-centered cube, eight
additional equations centered at corners are needed, which will provide the relations between
the different face variables. Then setting six initial variables on the face-centered cube, the
CAFCC property is satisfied if the fourteen face-centered quad equations give consistent solu-
tions for the remaining eight variables. In comparison, CAC involves consistency of six quad
equations on the cube for four unknown variables, so there is an increase in complexity in
solving for CAFCC.
The two main results of this paper are the formulation of the CAFCC property described
above, and the derivation of fifteen sets of face-centered quad equations which satisfy CAFCC,
that come from new types of classical IRF Yang-Baxter equations associated to the star-
triangle relations. These face-centered quad equations are grouped as one of types-A, -B, or
-C, where the type-A and -B equations are centered at faces of the face-centered cube, and
the type-C equations are centered at corners of the face centered-cube. The type-A equa-
tions possess the most symmetry, and satisfy CAFCC both on their own and in combination
with type-B and -C equations. The expressions for the type-A equations have previously
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appeared as discrete Toda-type (or Laplace-type) equations associated to type-Q equations
in the ABS list [8–10], while some degenerate cases of the type-B equations may be identified
with equations from the H6 list of Boll [11]. For type-A and type-C equations, the type-Q and
type-H ABS equations also respectively appear as a parameter specialisation of the coefficient
P1(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) of x
1. Such connections to ABS equations is rather natural from the
viewpoint of the connection between the Yang-Baxter equation and multi-dimensional consis-
tency, since both ABS equations and face-centered quad equations are constructed from the
same Boltzmann weights/Lagrangian functions that satisfy the star-triangle relations.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, it is shown how new expressions for
classical IRF Yang-Baxter equations are constructed from the continuous spin solutions of
the star-triangle relations. In Section 3, the face-centered quad equations and property of
CAFCC are introduced. Section 3 is intended to be self-contained, describing the formulation
of the face-centered quad equations and CAFCC property without requiring knowledge of the
connection to IRF equations that is given in Sections 2 and 4. Section 3.3 contains a list
of face-centered quad equations which satisfy CAFCC, which also are given in their affine-
linear form in Appendix A. In Section 4, it is shown case-by-case how the face-centered quad
equations are derived from explicit solutions of the IRF equations of Section 2.
2 Star-triangle relations to classical IRF equations
The star-triangle relation (STR) is a particular form of the Yang-Baxter equation that is satis-
fied for integrable Ising-type lattice models of statistical mechanics [6,12–14]. It is known that
this relation also implies a Yang-Baxter equation for the model in either vertex or interaction-
round-a-face (IRF) formulations [15–17]. Such a construction will be used in this section to
obtain new classical interaction-round-a-face (IRF) forms of the Yang-Baxter equation from
continuous spin solutions of the STRs. The expressions for the classical IRF equations will
motivate the formulation of the new multidimensional consistency condition given in Section
3.
The continuous spin solutions of the star-triangle relations and quasi-classical expansions
at the rational level were previously considered in [6,7], and will be included in this section as
examples. The rational cases are chosen because they are the simplest examples that include
each of the different forms of the star-triangle relation that will be used in this paper.
2.1 Star-triangle relations: type 1
The first type of star-triangle relation is given in terms of a pair of complex-valued Boltzmann
weights, which are denoted here by Wθ(σi, σj) and W θ(σi, σj). Two different examples are
respectively given by
Wθ(σi, σj) =
Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi − σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ + θ + i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ + θ + i(σi − σj)
) ,
W θ(σi, σj) =
Γ
(
θ + i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
θ + i(σi − σj)
)
Γ
(
θ − i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
θ − i(σi − σj)
)
2pi Γ(2θ)
,
(2.1)
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and
Wθ(σi, σj) =
Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi − σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ + θ + i(σi − σj)
) , W θ(σi, σj) = Γ
(
θ + i(σi − σj)
)
Γ
(
θ − i(σi − σj)
)
2pi Γ(2θ)
,
(2.2)
where Γ(z) is the regular gamma function defined by
Γ(z) =
∫ ∞
0
dttz−1e−t, Re(z) > 0. (2.3)
When the variables and parameters take values
σi ∈ R, 0 < θi < ζ, (2.4)
where ζ is a positive parameter, the respective pairs of Boltzmann weights (2.1) and (2.2)
satisfy the following form of the star-triangle relation [6, 7]
∫
R
dσd S(σd)W θ1(σa, σd)Wθ1+θ3(σb, σd)W θ3(σd, σc)
=Wθ1(σb, σc)W θ1+θ3(σa, σc)Wθ3(σb, σa).
(2.5)
For the Boltzmann weights (2.2), S(σ) = 1, and for the Boltzmann weights (2.1),
S(σ) = pi−1σi sin(2piσi). (2.6)
The star-triangle relation (2.5) can be analytically continued from (2.4) to more general
complex values, as long as no poles of the integrand cross the real line (however the contour
could also be deformed to allow for such a situation). Up to a change of variables the equation
(2.5) for Boltzmann weights (2.1) and (2.2), is respectively equivalent to hypergeometric
integral formulas of Askey [18] and Barnes’s second lemma [19].
2.1.1 Lagrangian functions and classical star-triangle relations
For the quasi-classical expansion the variables and parameters are chosen as
(σa, σb, σc, σd, θ1, θ3) = ~
−1(xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3), ~→ 0. (2.7)
Then the star-triangle relation (2.5) is found to have an expansion in ~ of the form
∫
R
dxd exp
{
~
−1
(Lα1(xa, xd) + Lα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc))+O(1)
}
= exp
{
~
−1
(Lα1(xb, xc) + Lα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa))
}
,
(2.8)
where the variables satisfy the three-leg saddle point equation
∂
∂xd
(Lα1(xa, xd) + Lα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)) = 0. (2.9)
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For the example of the Boltzmann weights (2.1),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα) + γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi + xj − iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj − iα) + γ(−xi + xj − iα)
+ γ(xi − xj − iα) + γ(−xi − xj − iα)− γ(−2iα),
(2.10)
and for the example of the Boltzmann weights (2.2),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj − iα) + γ(xj − xi − iα)− γ(−2iα),
(2.11)
where γ(z) is defined in terms of the complex logarithm as
γ(z) = izLog(iz). (2.12)
The function (2.12) originates from the asymptotics of the gamma function (2.3) given by the
well-known Stirling formula. The complex logarithm in (2.12) (and throughout this paper) is
to be taken with the principal branch.
The Lagrangian functions (2.10) and (2.11) satisfy a classical form of the star-triangle
relation (2.5) given by
Lα1(xa, xd) + Lα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
= Lα1(xb, xc) + Lα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa),
(2.13)
where the variables satisfy (2.9). It is known [6, 7] that (2.9) is equivalent modulo 2pii to an
ABS equation [2, 3] of the form
Q(ya, yb, yc, yd, β1, β3) = 0, (2.14)
where Q is a multivariable polynomial that is linear in each of ya, yb, yc, yd. The ya, yb, yc, yd,
β1, β3, are respectively related to the xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3, by a change of variables. For the
rational solutions of the star-triangle relation, the change of parameters is given by
β1 = −iα1, β3 = −i(α1 + α3). (2.15)
Then for the example of (2.10), the polynomial Q coming from (2.9) is given by (Q2)
Q = β1(ya − yc)(yb − yd)− β(ya − yd)(yb − yc) + β1β3(β1 − β3)(
∑
i∈{a,b,c,d}
yi − β21 − β23 + β1β3),
(2.16)
where yi = x
2
i , for i = a, b, c, d, and for the example of (2.11), the polynomial Q coming from
(2.9) is given by (Q1(δ=1))
Q = β1(ya − yc)(yb − yd)− β3(ya − yd)(yb − yc) + β1β3(β1 − β3), (2.17)
where yi = xi, for i = a, b, c, d.
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Such a connection of the star-triangle relations to integrable quad equations was first
found for the Faddeev-Volkov model [4] and Bazhanov-Sergeev master model [5], and is now
known for the entire ABS list [6, 7]. Classical star-triangle relations of the form (2.13) have
also been derived for integrable quad equations independently of the quasi-classical expansion
[20, 21]. The classical star-triangle relation (2.13) can be shown to hold in general through
differentiation [21], because the derivatives with respect to its variables (and parameters)
vanish on some subspace of the complex parameter space where the three-leg quad equation
(2.9) is satisfied, implying the equation (2.13) is equal to a constant. This constant can be
determined to be zero by evaluating (2.13) at a specific value of xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3.
Due to the dependence on the complex logarithm, to determine the exact parameter
space where the equations (2.13) and (2.9) hold would require a complicated analysis of the
arguments of the Lagrangian functions in (2.10) or (2.11). However, for the purposes here
it will be enough that for xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3 ∈ C, the classical star-triangle relation (2.13)
holds on solutions of the quad equation (2.14), up to a term of the form
2pii(kaxa + kbxb + kcxc + kdxd) + C(α1, α3), (2.18)
for some ki ∈ Z, i ∈ {a, b, c, d}, where C is a constant with respect to the xi. This is because
the equations of interest will be given in terms of exponentials of derivatives of equations
related to (2.13), which do not receive any contribution from terms of the form (2.18).
For the examples of (2.10) and (2.11), it can be seen directly that the classical star-triangle
relation (2.13) holds up to terms of the form (2.18). First, the equations (2.16) and (2.17)
can be solved for xd and substituted into (2.13), then by the repeated use of the formula
Log(xy) = Log(x) + Log(y) + 2piik, x, y ∈ C, (2.19)
where k is some integer, the products of the logarithms in the classical star-triangle relation
(2.13) will cancel up to the additional terms of the form (2.18). For the general case this follows
from the method of derivatives used in [21], since the derivatives of (2.13) take the form of
an additive three-leg ABS equation (2.9), which for xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3 ∈ C, is satisfied on
solutions of an ABS quad equation (2.14) modulo 2pii, in turn implying that the classical
star-triangle relation (2.13) holds on solutions of (2.14) modulo (2.18).
One useful consequence of allowing for terms of the form (2.18), is that the ordering
of the variables in Lagrangian functions for (2.13) does not matter. This usually already
follows from the symmetries Lα(xi, xj) = Lα(xj , xi) and Lα(xi, xj) = Lα(xj , xi), which are
satisfied by all cases, except (2.10) and (2.11). For these cases one has instead Lα(xi, xj) =
Lα(xj , xi)+2pii(k1xi+k2xj+k3iα), for some k1, k2, k3 ∈ Z, and thus exchanging the ordering
of variables adds a term to (2.13) of the form of (2.18).
Another useful consequence of allowing for (2.18) is that the Lagrangian functions (2.10)
and (2.11) may respectively be replaced by the more convenient expressions
Lα(xi, xj) =γ(xi + xj + iα) + γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi + xj − iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα),
Lα(xi, xj) =L−α(xi, xj)− γ(−2iα),
(2.20)
and
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα),
Lα(xi, xj) = L−α(xi, xj)− γ(−2iα).
(2.21)
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With (2.20) or (2.21), the classical star-triangle relation (2.13) may now be more conveniently
written in terms of a single Lagrangian function Lα. Comparing the expressions for Lagrangian
functions in (2.10) and (2.20), and (2.11) and (2.21), it is seen that this replacement only
changes the classical star-triangle relation (2.13) by a term of the form (2.18).
2.2 Star-triangle relations: type 2
The second type of star-triangle relation involves a mixture of a pair of Boltzmann weights
Wθ(σi, σj) and W θ(σi, σj) which satisfy the first type of star-triangle relation (2.5), as well
as another pair of Boltzmann weights Vθ(σi, σj) and V θ(σi, σj). An example of the latter is
given by
Vθ(σi, σj) = Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi + σj)
)
, V θ(σi, σj) = Vζ−θ(−σi,−σj). (2.22)
Then for the values (2.4), the Boltzmann weights (2.22) together with the Boltzmann weights
(2.2) collectively satisfy the following form of the star-triangle relation [22]∫
R
dσd V θ1(σa, σd)Vθ1+θ3(σb, σd)W θ3(σd, σc)
= Vθ1(σb, σc)V θ1+θ3(σa, σc)Wθ3(σb, σa).
(2.23)
The star-triangle relation (2.23) can be analytically continued from (2.4) to more general
complex values, as long as no poles of the integrand cross the real line. Up to a change of
variables the integral (2.23) with Boltzmann weights (2.2) and (2.22) is equivalent to Barnes’s
first lemma [23].
2.2.1 Lagrangian functions and classical star-triangle relations
For the quasi-classical expansion (2.7), the star-triangle relation (2.23) has the expansion in
~ of the form∫
R
dxd exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
)
+O(1)
}
= exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa)
)}
,
(2.24)
where the variables satisfy the three-leg saddle point equation
∂
∂xd
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
)
= 0. (2.25)
For the Boltzmann weights (2.2), the Lagrangian functions Lα and Lα appeared in (2.11),
and for the Boltzmann weights (2.22),
Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα), Λα(xi, xj) = Λ−α(−xi,−xj). (2.26)
The Lagrangian functions (2.11) and (2.26) satisfy a classical counterpart of (2.23) given by
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
= Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa),
(2.27)
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where the variables satisfy (2.25). For the Lagrangian functions (2.11) and (2.26), the ABS
equation (2.14) that corresponds to (2.25) is given by (H2(ε=0))
Q = (ya − yb)(yc − yd)− (β1 − β3)
(
β1 + β3 −
∑
i∈{a,b,c,d}
yi
)
, (2.28)
where the parameters transform as (2.15), and yi = xi, for i = a, b, c, d. As for the previous
case (2.13), the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) should be understood as being satisfied
for xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α3 ∈ C, up to a term of the form (2.18). The Lagrangian functions (2.26)
also solve the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) in combination with the more convenient
form of the Lagrangians given in (2.21). The ordering of variables in (2.27) again does not
matter, this time because the Lagrangian functions (2.26) satisfy Λα(xi, xj) = Λα(xj , xi).
2.3 Star-triangle relations: type 3
The third and final type of star-triangle relation is given in terms of two solutions of the second
type of star-triangle relation (2.23), which are satisfied by a mix of two pairs of Boltzmann
weights which satisfy the first type star-triangle relation (2.5). One pair of Boltzmann weights
for (2.5) will be denoted as usual by Wθ(σi, σj) and W θ(σi, σj), and the other pair will be
denoted by Wˆθ(σi, σj) and Wˆ θ(σi, σj).
For example,Wθ(σi, σj) andW θ(σi, σj) can be given by (2.2), and Wˆθ(σi, σj) and Wˆ θ(σi, σj)
given by (2.1). Then two pairs of Boltzmann weights Vθ(σi, σj) and V θ(σi, σj) are defined by
Vθ(σi, σj) = Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi − σj)
)
, V θ(σi, σj) = Vζ−θ(−σi, σj), (2.29)
and
Vθ(σi, σj) =
Γ
(
ζ − θ + i(σi + σj)
)
Γ
(
ζ + θ + i(σi − σj)
) , V θ(σi, σj) = Γ(θ + i(σi − σj))Γ(θ − i(σi + σj)).
(2.30)
Then for the values (2.4), the star-triangle relation for the Boltzmann weights (2.29) is given
by
∫
R
dσd S(σd)V θ1(σa, σd)Vθ1+θ3(σb, σd) Wˆ θ3(σd, σc)
= Vθ1(σb, σc)V θ1+θ3(σa, σc)Wθ3(σb, σa),
(2.31)
where S(σ) is given in (2.6), and the star-triangle relation for the Boltzmann weights (2.30)
is given by
∫
R
dσd V θ1(σa, σd)Vθ1+θ3(σb, σd)W θ3(σd, σc)
= Vθ1(σb, σc)V θ1+θ3(σa, σc) Wˆθ3(σb, σa),
(2.32)
The star-triangle relations (2.31) and (2.32) can respectively be analytically continued from
(2.4) to more general complex values, as long as no poles of the respective integrands cross
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the real line. In terms of hypergeometric integrals, the integral (2.31) is equivalent to the
De Branges-Wilson integral [24, 25], and the integral (2.32) is equivalent to Barnes’s second
lemma [19] (with a different change of variables from the case of (2.5) with (2.2)).
Unlike (2.23), the pair of Boltzmann weights Wˆ and W in (2.31) do not satisfy the star-
triangle relation (2.5), and the pair of Boltzmann weights W and Wˆ in (2.32) also do not
satisfy (2.5). This is the main difference between the star-triangle relations for this case and
the previous case (2.23).
2.3.1 Lagrangian functions and classical star-triangle relations
For the quasi-classical expansion (2.7), the star-triangle relation (2.31) has an expansion in ~
of the form∫
R
dxd exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lˆα3(xd, xc)
)
+O(1)
}
= exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa)
)}
,
(2.33)
where the variables satisfy the saddle point equation
∂
∂xd
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lˆα3(xd, xc)
)
= 0. (2.34)
For (2.33) and (2.34), Lˆ is taken as L from (2.10), L is taken from (2.11), and
Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα) + γ(xi − xj + iα), Λα(xi, xj) = Λ−α(−xi, xj). (2.35)
Similarly, for the quasi-classical expansion (2.7), the star-triangle relation (2.32) has an
expansion in ~ of the form∫
R
dxd exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
)
+O(1)
}
= exp
{
~
−1
(
Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lˆα3(xb, xa)
)}
,
(2.36)
where the variables satisfy the saddle point equation
∂
∂xd
(
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
)
= 0. (2.37)
For (2.36) and (2.37), Lˆ is taken as L from (2.10), L is taken from (2.11), and
Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα),
Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj − iα) + γ(−(xi + xj + iα)).
(2.38)
The two sets of Lagrangian functions given in (2.35) and (2.38) satisfy the respective
classical star-triangle relations of the form
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lˆα3(xd, xc)
= Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lα3(xb, xa),
(2.39)
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and
Λα1(xa, xd) + Λα1+α3(xb, xd) + Lα3(xd, xc)
= Λα1(xb, xc) + Λα1+α3(xa, xc) + Lˆα3(xb, xa),
(2.40)
where the variables for (2.39) satisfy (2.34), and the variables for (2.40) satisfy (2.37). Im-
portantly, the ordering of variables does matter in (2.39) and (2.40), because for these cases
there is no simple relation between Λα(xi, xj) and Λα(xj , xi).
Both of the equations (2.34) and (2.37) are equivalent to the ABS equation (H3(ε=1)).
With the use of (2.15), the first equation (2.34) gives
Q = (ya − yb)(yc − yd) + (β1 − β3)(yc + yd − 2yayb + (β1 + β3)(ya + yb)− β21 − β23), (2.41)
where ya = xa, yb = xb, yc = x
2
c , and yd = x
2
d. and the second equation (2.37) gives
Q = (ya − yb)(yc − yd) + (β1 − β3)(ya + yb − 2ycyd + (β1 + β3)(yc + yd)− β21 − β23), (2.42)
where ya = x
2
a, yb = x
2
b , yc = xc, and yd = xd.
The second expression for the classical star-triangle relation (2.40), can also be written in
terms of the first set of Lagrangian functions (2.39), as
Λα1(xd, xa) + Λα1+α3(xd, xb) + Lα3(xc, xd)
= Λα1(xc, xb) + Λα1+α3(xc, xa) + Lˆα3(xa, xb),
(2.43)
where
∂
∂xd
(
Λα1(xd, xa) + Λα1+α3(xd, xb) + Lα3(xc, xd)
)
= 0. (2.44)
The classical star-triangle relation (2.43) with (2.35) only differs from the classical star-triangle
relation (2.40) with (2.38) by a term of the form (2.18). The form of the classical star-triangle
relation (2.43) will be more useful than the form (2.40), because the two star-triangle relations
(2.39) and (2.43) are written in terms of the single Lagrangian function Λα given in (2.35). For
a similar reason, it is also more convenient to use the Lagrangian functions (2.20) and (2.21)
in the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43), instead of the Lagrangian functions
(2.10) and (2.11), and this is will be done in Section 4.
The classical star-triangle relations considered in this paper always take one of the forms
given in (2.13), (2.27), (2.39), or (2.43). The star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43) can be
considered as a general case, in the sense that setting Lˆα = Lα and Lˆα = Lα gives the second
type of star-triangle relation (2.27), and setting Λα = Lˆα = Lα and Λα = Lˆα = Lα gives the
first type of star-triangle relation (2.13). Thus the remainder of this section will mainly focus
on the IRF type equations that can be obtained from (2.39) and (2.43), from which the IRF
equations for the other types of star-triangle relations (2.13) and (2.27) follow from similar,
but simpler, constructions. For the edges associated to the four types of Lagrangian functions
pictured in Figure 1, the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43) have the convenient
graphical representation shown in Figure 2.
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ij
Lα(xi, xj)
Lˆα(xi, xj)
i
j
Lα(xi, xj)
Lˆα(xi, xj)
i
j
Λα(xi, xj)
i
j
Λα(xi, xj)
Figure 1: The four types of edges associated to the different Lagrangian functions entering the classical
star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43). The two types of directed edges on the right are used to
indicate the ordering of variables for non-symmetric Lagrangian functions.
α1
α3 α1 + α3d
a
c b
=
α1
α3α1 + α3
a
c b
α1
α3 α1 + α3d
a
c b
=
α1
α3α1 + α3
a
c b
Figure 2: The classical star-triangle relations (2.39) (top) and (2.43) (bottom) using the edges of Figure
1. Both of the above diagrams are equivalent for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27), because
the Lagrangians associated to the directed edges would be symmetric. The diagram for the classical
star-triangle relation (2.13) would only involve the two types of edges on the right of Figure 1.
2.4 Classical star-star relations
The above star-triangle relations can be used to construct another equation called the star-star
relation [15–17, 26]. Instead of the parameters α1 and α3 that appeared for the star-triangle
relations, there will be the two-component parameters
u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2). (2.45)
The parameters entering the Lagrangian functions for the star-star relation will then be given
in terms of differences of the components of u and v. Let Λ
(1)
uv, Λ
(2)
uv, Λˆ
(1)
uv, and Λˆ
(2)
uv, respectively
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denote the following sums of Lagrangian functions from the third type of the classical star-
triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43):
Λ
(1)
uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= Lu2−v1(xa, xe) + Λu2−v2(xe, xb) + Lu1−v1(xc, xe) + Λu1−v2(xe, xd),
Λ
(2)
uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Λu1−v2(xa, xf ) + Lˆu1−v1(xf , xb) + Λu2−v2(xc, xf ) + Lˆu2−v1(xf , xd),
Λˆ
(1)
uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Λv1−u2(xe, xa) + Λv2−u2(xe, xb) + Lu1−v1(xc, xe) + Lu1−v2(xd, xe),
Λˆ
(2)
uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lˆu1−v2(xf , xa) + Lˆu1−v1(xf , xb) + Λv2−u2(xc, xf ) + Λv1−u2(xd, xf ).
(2.46)
Then two expressions for the classical star-star relations are given by
Λv1−v2(xa, xb) + Lu1−u2(xa, xc) + Λ(1)uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Λv1−v2(xc, xd) + Lu1−u2(xb, xd) + Λ(2)uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
,
(2.47)
and
Λu1−u2(xd, xb) + Lv2−v1(xc, xd) + Λˆ(1)uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Λu1−u2(xc, xa) + Lv2−v1(xa, xb) + Λˆ(2)uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
,
(2.48)
where the variables of (2.47) and (2.48) satisfy the respective pairs of equations for the
derivatives
∂
∂xe
Λ
(1)
uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= 0,
∂
∂xf
Λ
(2)
uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= 0, (2.49)
and
∂
∂xe
Λˆ
(1)
uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= 0,
∂
∂xf
Λˆ
(2)
uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= 0. (2.50)
The classical star-star relations (2.47) and (2.48) are pictured in Figure 3, according to the
assignment of edges to Lagrangian functions of Figure 1. The classical star-star relations (2.47)
and (2.48) can respectively be shown to hold through a sequence of four transformations with
the appropriate star-triangle relations from (2.13), (2.39), and (2.43).
Recall that the classical star-triangle relation (2.13) can be found from the following
substitutions in the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43):
Λ→ L, Lˆ → L, Λ→ L, Lˆ → L. (2.51)
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v1 − v2
u1 − u2
u2 − v1 u2 − v2
u1 − v2
u1 − v1
c d
a b
e
=
v1 − v2
u1 − u2
u1 − v2
u1 − v1
u2 − v1u2 − v2
c d
a b
f
u1 − u2
v2 − v1
u1 − v1
v1 − u2 v2 − u2
u1 − v2
c d
a b
e
= u1 − u2
v2 − v1
v2 − u2
u1 − v2 u1 − v1
v1 − u2
c d
a b
f
Figure 3: Expressions for classical star-star relations (2.47) (top) and (2.48) (bottom).
Then making the substitutions (2.51) in the classical star-star relation (2.47) results in
Lv1−v2(xa, xb) + Lu1−u2(xa, xc) + L(1)uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lv1−v2(xc, xd) + Lu1−u2(xb, xd) + L(2)uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
,
(2.52)
where
L(1)uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Lu2−v1(xa, xe) + Lu2−v2(xe, xb) + Lu1−v1(xc, xe) + Lu1−v2(xe, xd),
L(2)uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Lu1−v2(xc, xd) + Lu1−v1(xf , xb) + Lu2−v2(xc, xf ) + Lu2−v1(xf , xd),
(2.53)
and the variables of (2.52) satisfy the pair of equations for the derivatives
∂
∂xe
L(1)uv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= 0,
∂
∂xf
L(2)uv
(
xf
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= 0. (2.54)
Equation (2.52) has a graphical representation that is shown in the top diagram of Figure
3, but involving only the two types of edges on the right of Figure 1. Similarly to (2.47)
and (2.48), the classical star-star relation (2.52) can be shown to hold through a sequence of
four transformations involving the classical star-triangle relation (2.13). There is also another
star-star relation that is obtained from the substitution (2.51) into (2.48).
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2.5 Classical interaction-round-a-face equations
The star-star relations imply an interaction-round-a-face (IRF) form of the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion [15–17]. These equations will involve the two-component parameters
u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2), w = (w1, w2). (2.55)
Let Luv, Lˆuv, Λuv, and Λˆuv, respectively denote the following sums of Lagrangian functions
from the third type of the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43):
Luv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Lu2−v1(xa, xe) + Lu2−v2(xb, xe) + Lu1−v1(xc, xe) + Lu1−v2(xd, xe), (2.56)
Lˆuv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lˆu2−v1(xe, xa) + Lˆu2−v2(xe, xb) + Lˆu1−v1(xe, xc) + Lˆu1−v2(xe, xd), (2.57)
Λuv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Λu2−v1(xa, xe) + Λu2−v2(xb, xe) + Λu1−v1(xc, xe) + Λu1−v2(xd, xe), (2.58)
Λˆuv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Λu2−v1(xe, xa) + Λu2−v2(xe, xb) + Λu1−v1(xe, xc) + Λu1−v2(xe, xd). (2.59)
In this paper, the expressions of the form (2.56)–(2.59) will be referred to as IRF Lagrangian
functions. In terms of the assignment of edges to Lagrangian functions of Figure 1, the
expressions (2.56)–(2.58) are pictured in Figure 4.
u1 − v1 u1 − v2
u2 − v2u2 − v1
e
c
a b
d
u1 − v1 u1 − v2
u2 − v2u2 − v1
e
c
a b
d
Figure 4: The IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56) or (2.57) (left), and (2.58) (right). The IRF Lagrangian
function (2.59) would correspond to the diagram on the right with the reverse orientation of each edge.
Define also
Luv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
=Lv1−v2(xa, xb) + Lv2−v1(xc, xd) + Luv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
, (2.60)
and
Lˆuv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lˆv1−v2(xa, xb) + Lˆv2−v1(xc, xd) + Lˆuv
(
xe
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
. (2.61)
Then the first expression for the classical IRF YBE is given by
Luv
(
xi
∣∣∣ xf xh
xa xb
)
+ Λuw
(
xj
∣∣∣ xhxd
xb xc
)
+ Λvw
(
xk
∣∣∣ xf xe
xh xd
)
= Λvw
(
x′k
∣∣∣ xa x′h
xb xc
)
+ Λuw
(
x′j
∣∣∣ xf xe
xa x
′
h
)
+ Luv
(
x′i
∣∣∣ xe xd
x′hxc
)
,
(2.62)
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and the second expression for the classical IRF YBE is given by
Lˆuv
(
xi
∣∣∣ xf xh
xa xb
)
+ Λˆuw
(
xj
∣∣∣ xhxd
xb xc
)
+ Λˆvw
(
xk
∣∣∣ xf xe
xh xd
)
= Λˆvw
(
x′k
∣∣∣ xa x′h
xb xc
)
+ Λˆuw
(
x′j
∣∣∣ xf xe
xa x
′
h
)
+ Lˆuv
(
x′i
∣∣∣ xe xd
x′hxc
)
.
(2.63)
For (2.62), the variables on the left and right hand sides satisfy the following eight equations
for the derivatives
∂
∂xi
Luv
(
xi
∣∣∣ xf xh
xa xb
)
= 0,
∂
∂xj
Λuw
(
xj
∣∣∣ xhxd
xb xc
)
= 0,
∂
∂xk
Λvw
(
xk
∣∣∣ xf xe
xh xd
)
= 0,
∂
∂x′i
Luv
(
x′i
∣∣∣ xe xd
x′hxc
)
= 0,
∂
∂x′j
Λuw
(
x′j
∣∣∣ xf xe
xa x
′
h
)
= 0,
∂
∂x′k
Λvw
(
x′k
∣∣∣ xax′h
xb xc
)
= 0,
∂
∂xh
Λ
(1)
θ1θ2
(
xh
∣∣∣ xk xj
xf xi
)
= 0,
∂
∂x′h
Λ
(1)
φ1φ2
(
x′h
∣∣∣ x′k x′j
xc x
′
i
)
= 0,
(2.64)
where in the last two equations θ1 = (u2, v1), θ2 = (v2, w1), and φ1 = (v2, u1), φ2 = (w2, v1).
The eight equations (2.64) essentially mean that the derivatives of the classical IRF YBE
(2.62) with respect to the eight variables
xh, xi, xj , xk, x
′
h, x
′
i, x
′
j , x
′
k, (2.65)
at interior vertices should vanish, and there is a similar set of eight equations to be satisfied for
(2.63). The first expression for the classical IRF YBE (2.62) has the graphical representation
shown in Figure 5, and may be derived with the use of the star-star relations (2.47) and (2.48)
through the sequence of deformations pictured in Figure 6. The second expression for the
classical IRF YBE (2.63) has the same graphical representation shown in Figures 5 and 6,
but with all directed edges having the reverse orientation.
a b
c
de
f
h
k
i
j
a b
c
de
f
h′
i′
k′
j′
=
Figure 5: The classical Yang-Baxter equation (2.62) in terms of IRF Lagrangian functions of Figure 4.
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a b
c
de
f
a b
c
de
f=
a b
c
de
f
a b
c
de
f
a b
c
de
f
Figure 6: Deformations of the classical Yang-Baxter equation of Figure 5 with the use of the classical
star-star relations of Figure 3.
The IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56) and (2.60) also satisfy the classical IRF YBE
Luv
(
xi
∣∣∣ xf xh
xa xb
)
+ Luw
(
xj
∣∣∣ xhxd
xb xc
)
+ Lvw
(
xk
∣∣∣ xf xe
xh xd
)
= Lvw
(
x′k
∣∣∣ xa x′h
xb xc
)
+ Luw
(
x′j
∣∣∣ xf xe
xa x
′
h
)
+ Luv
(
x′i
∣∣∣ xe xd
x′h xc
)
.
(2.66)
As was the case for (2.62) and (2.63), the derivatives of (2.66) with respect to each of the
eight variables (2.65) must vanish. The equation (2.66) follows from the classical star-star
relations (2.47) and (2.48), with the same sequence of deformations shown in Figure 6. A
similar equation to (2.66) is also satisfied by the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.57) and (2.61).
For the cases involving just two Lagrangian functions Lα and Lα, equations of the form
(2.64) have previously appeared in the integrable systems literature as discrete Laplace-type
(or Toda-type) equations [8–10]. Thus in this paper, any equation (not neccessarily in terms
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of just Lα and Lα) which is obtained from the derivative with respect to a variable of a
classical IRF YBE will be referred to as a discrete Laplace-type equation. The derivatives of
the classical IRF YBEs (2.62) and (2.63) involve a mixture of up to four different Lagrangian
functions Lα, Lα, Λα, and Λα, and these types of discrete Laplace equations have not pre-
viously been considered in the context of discrete integrability. For the classical IRF YBE
(2.62), the fourteen discrete Laplace-type equations obtained as derivatives with respect to
its fourteen variables are given in Appendix B, and will be utilised in the following sections
in the derivation of the new multidimensional consistency property and equations.
3 Face-centered quad equations and CAFCC
A main goal of this paper is to show how the classical IRF equations of Section 2 may be
interpreted in terms of lattice equations which are multidimensionally consistent. For this
purpose the new concept of a face-centered quad equation is introduced, which is an evolution
equation that is defined on a vertex and its four nearest neighbours in the square lattice. The
multidimensional consistency for face-centered quad equations is proposed as consistency-
around-a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC), which involves satisfying an overdetermined system
of fourteen face-centered quad equations for eight unknown variables on the face-centered
cube. The CAFCC condition for the face-centered quad equations may be regarded as an
analogue of the consistency-around-the-cube (CAC) integrability condition for the usual quad
equations [2, 9, 27].
3.1 Face-centered quad equations
Consider a face of the face-centered cube, as is shown in Figure 7, where the four variables
xa, xb, xc, xd, are associated to the four corner vertices, and the variable x is associated to the
face vertex.2 The two-component parameters
α = (α1, α2), β = (β1, β2), (3.1)
are associated to the edges of the face, where two opposite edges that are parallel should be
assigned the same parameters.
A face-centered quad equation associated to Figure 7, will be denoted by
A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, (3.2)
where A is a polynomial in the five variables x, xa, xb, xc, xd, with linear dependence on the
four corner variables xa, xb, xc, xd, but with no restriction on the degree of the face variable
x. Such an equation may be written in the following form
A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) =
n∑
i=0
Pi(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)x
i, (3.3)
2Note that in comparison to a previous work [22], the face variable x will be treated here as a variable on
the same level as the corner variables xa, xb, xc, xd, rather than as a parameter.
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β
β
x
xc
xa xb
xd
Figure 7: Variables and parameters on the vertices and edges of a face of the face-centered cube.
where n is the degree of x. Under a parameter specialisation, the Pi(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β),
i = 0, . . . , n, are the usual expressions for affine-linear quad polynomials in the variables xa,
xb, xc, xd.
The face-centered quad equations (3.2) that will be considered here, typically may also be
expressed in an equivalent form (this expression does not generally follow from (3.3))
a(x;xa;α2, β1)a(x;xd;α1, β2)
a(x;xb;α2, β2)a(x;xc;α1, β1)
= 1, (3.4)
where a(x; y;α, β) is a ratio of two polynomials of at most degree 1 in the corner variable y,
and satisfies
a(x; y;α, β)a(x; y;β, α) = 1. (3.5)
The face-centered quad equation (3.2) in the form (3.3), is then typically recovered by multi-
plying both sides of (3.4) by the denominator, bringing all terms to one side, and simplifying
the resulting expression. The expression (3.4) may be regarded as a four-leg form of a face-
centered quad equation (3.2), in analogy to the three-leg forms that are found for the regular
integrable quad equations [2]. The expression (3.4) naturally arises through the connection
(given in Section 4) to the IRF equations that were derived in the previous section.
The form of the equation (3.4) along with the symmetry (3.5) implies that the following
symmetries are satisfied for (3.2)
−A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) =A(x;xd, xb, xc, xa;β,α)
=A(x;xc, xd, xa, xb; αˆ,β)
=A(x;xb, xa, xd, xc;α, βˆ),
(3.6)
where αˆ and βˆ respectively represent α and β with their components exchanged, i.e.
αˆ = (α2, α1), βˆ = (β2, β1). (3.7)
The equations (3.6) may be regarded as the analogues of the square symmetries that are
satisfied by the regular integrable quad equations.
Due to the affine-linearity in the corner variables, under appropriate initial conditions the
face-centered quad equations should have a unique evolution in the square lattice. For regular
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quad equations which satisfy CAC, two typical initial conditions on the square lattice are the
corner-type initial condition, and the staircase-type initial condition. For the face-centered
quad equations (3.2), the analogues of these initial conditions on the rotated square lattice
are shown in Figure 8. The evolutions are unique because the variables of the square lattice
are always determined by solving for the linear corner variables, and not the face variable.
Figure 8: The corner-type (left) and staircase-type (right) initial conditions on the rotated square
lattice for the face-centered quad equation (3.2) of Figure 7. Filled vertices are the initial values and
the unfilled vertices are values that may be uniquely determined through evolution of the equation.
Two more types of face-centered quad equations that are different from (3.2) will also be
used, denoted here respectively by
B(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, C(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0. (3.8)
Then the face-centered quad equation (3.2) will be denoted as type-A, while the equations
in (3.8) will be denoted respectively as type-B and type-C. Similarly to the type-A equation
(3.2), the type-B and type-C equations (3.8) are polynomials in the five variables x, xa, xb,
xc, xd, with linear dependence on the four corner variables xa, xb, xc, xd, and hence may be
written in the same form as (3.3).
The equations (3.8) will also be found to have the following equivalent four-leg forms
b(x;xa, α2, β1)b(x;xd, α1, β2)
b(x;xb, α2, β2)b(x;xc, α1, β1)
= 1, (3.9)
a(x;xa, α2, β1)c(x;xd, α1, β2)
a(x;xb, α2, β2)c(x;xc, α1, β1)
= 1, (3.10)
for type-B, and type-C respectively. Here a(x; y;α, β) is the same function from (3.4) that
is associated to a type-A equation (3.2). The two new edge functions b(x; y;α, β) and
c(x; y;α, β), are again ratios of polynomials of at most degree 1 in y, but do not satisfy
the same reflection symmetry (3.5) that was satisfied by a(x; y;α, β). Thus the expression
(3.9) implies just the two symmetries for type-B equations
−B(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = B(x;xc, xd, xa, xb; αˆ,β) = B(x;xb, xa, xd, xc;α, βˆ), (3.11)
while the expression (3.10) implies the single symmetry for type-C equations
−C(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = C(x;xb, xa, xd, xc;α, βˆ). (3.12)
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The four-leg expressions for the face-centered quad equations in (3.4), (3.9), and (3.10),
may respectively be associated to the faces of the face-centered cube shown in Figure 9. The
edge function a(x; y;α, β) for type-A equations is associated to single-line edges, and the
edge function b(x; y;α, β) for type-B equations is associated to double-line edges. The two
edge functions for type-C equations are associated to the same single- and double-line edges as
type-A and type-B equations respectively. The reason for this is because the type-C equations
will be seen to effectively be defined from the combination of type-A and -B equations that
meet at a corner vertex on the face-centered cube.
α1 α1
β2
β2
α2 α2
β1
β1
x
xc
xa xb
xd
A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)
α1 α1
β2
β2
α2 α2
β1
β1
x
xc
xa xb
xd
B(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)
α1 α1
β2
β2
α2 α2
β1
β1
x
xc
xa xb
xd
C(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)
Figure 9: Graphical representation of four-leg forms (3.4), (3.9), and (3.10), for the face-centered
quad equations of type-A, type-B, and type-C respectively. Type-C equations share the same types of
single-line solid edges (and edge functions a(x; y;α, β)) associated to type-A equations, and double-line
solid edges (but not the same edge functions) associated to type-B equations.
3.2 Consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube
A multidimensional consistency property can be formulated for the face-centered quad equa-
tions introduced above, whereby under an appropriate initial condition they are required to
have a consistent evolution around the vertices and edges of the face-centered cube. This
property will be referred to as consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC), and may
be regarded as an analogue of the consistency-around-a-cube (CAC) property that is used as
an integrability condition for the usual integrable quad equations.
The CAFCC property has a convenient graphical representation in terms of the four-leg
expressions that are pictured in Figure 9. The two relevant halves of the face-centered cube
are pictured in Figure 10, where the following six type-A and -B equations from Figure 9
A(y1;xf , y0, xa, xb;α,γ) = 0, B(y2; y0, xd, xb, xc;α,β) = 0, B(y3;xf , xe, y0, xd;γ,β) = 0,
A(z1;xe, xd, z0, xc;α,γ) = 0, B(z2;xf , xe, xa, z0;α,β) = 0, B(z3;xa, z0, xb, xc;γ,β) = 0,
(3.13)
are centered at the six face vertices y1, y2, y3, z1, z2, z3, respectively. The face-centered cube is
drawn this way to more clearly visualise the parameter dependencies on the edges, while this
also shows the connection to the IRF form of Yang-Baxter equation of Figure 5 from which
CAFCC has been derived.
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Figure 10: The six type-A and type-B equations (3.13), and eight type-C equations (3.14), centered
at the fourteen vertices of the face-centered cube. Note that the edges on the right hand side appear
with reverse orientation with respect to the type-C equations (3.14) pictured in Figure 9.
The six equations (3.13) may be regarded as the analogues of the six equations on the
faces of a cube for CAC. However, they are not enough to describe an evolution around a
face-centered cube because the face variables y1, y2, y3, z1, z2, z3, are not shared by any two
of the equations in (3.13). This may be addressed by also taking into account the following
eight equations of type-C
C(y0; y1, xf , y2, y3; (β1, γ2), (α2, γ1)) = 0, C(z0; z1, xc, z2, z3; (β2, γ1), (α1, γ2)) = 0,
C(xa; y1, xb, z2, z3; (β1, γ1), (α1, γ2)) = 0, C(xb; y1, xa, y2, z3; (β1, γ2), (α1, γ1)) = 0,
C(xc; z1, z0, y2, z3; (β2, γ2), (α1, γ1)) = 0, C(xd; z1, xe, y2, y3; (β2, γ2), (α2, γ1)) = 0,
C(xe; z1, xd, z2, y3; (β2, γ1), (α2, γ2)) = 0, C(xf ; y1, y0, z2, y3; (β1, γ1), (α2, γ2)) = 0,
(3.14)
which appear in Figure 10 centered at the eight corner vertices y0, z0, xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ,
respectively (note that the edges of the type-C equations on the right hand side of Figure 10,
are pictured with a reversed orientation with respect to the edges of the same type-C equation
on the left hand side of Figure 10). The type-C equations in (3.14) always share one edge with
a type-A equation and two edges with type-B equations from (3.13). The remaining edge for
the type-C equation is one of the four vertical edges which connect the four pairs of corner
vertices (xa, xb), (xf , y0), (xc, xd), (z0, xc), respectively, and these edges are only associated
to the type-C equations. These vertical edges have the effect of exchanging the components
of the parameter γ for type-A and type-B equations on the neighbouring faces.
3.2.1 CAFCC algorithm
CAFCC for the fourteen equations (3.13) and (3.14) on the two halves of the face-centered
cube of Figure 10, can be formulated as follows.
In Figure 10, there are six components of the parameters α, β, γ,
α = (α1, α2), β = (β1, β2), γ = (γ1, γ2), (3.15)
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which take some fixed values. Also the following six variables
y0, y1, y2, y3, xb, xd, (3.16)
are chosen to take some fixed initial values. There remain a total of eight undetermined
variables associated to the vertices of the face-centered cube, and the fourteen equations
(3.13) and (3.14) to be satisfied.
For the above initial conditions the CAFCC property can be checked with the following
six steps, which are also pictured graphically in Figure 11.
1. The following two equations centered at y0 and y2
C(y0; y1, xf , y2, y3; (β1, γ2), (α2, γ1)) = 0,
B(y2; y0, xd, xb, xc;α,β) = 0,
(3.17)
may be solved respectively to uniquely determine the two variables xf , and xc.
2. The following three equations centered at y1, y3, and xf
A(y1;xf , y0, xa, xb;α,γ) = 0,
B(y3;xf , xe, y0, xd;γ,β) = 0,
C(xf ; y1, y0, z2, y3; (β1, γ1), (α2, γ2)) = 0,
(3.18)
may be solved respectively to uniquely determine the three variables xa, xe, and z2.
3. For the first consistency check both of the following equations
C(xd; z1, xe, y2, y3; (β2, γ2), (α2, γ1)) = 0,
C(xe; z1, xd, z2, y3; (β2, γ1), (α2, γ2)) = 0,
(3.19)
may be used to solve for the variable z1, and the two solutions must be in agreement.
4. For the second consistency check both of the following equations
C(xa; y1, xb, z2, z3; (β1, γ1), (α1, γ2)) = 0,
C(xb; y1, xa, y2, z3; (β1, γ2), (α1, γ1)) = 0,
(3.20)
may be used to solve for the variable z3, and the two solutions must be in agreement.
5. For the third consistency check each of the following four equations
A(z1;xe, xd, z0, xc;α,γ) = 0,
B(z2;xf , xe, xa, z0;α,β) = 0,
B(z3;xa, z0, xb, xc;γ,β) = 0,
C(xc; z1, z0, y2, z3; (β2, γ2), (α1, γ1)) = 0.
(3.21)
may be used to solve for the final variable z0, and the four solutions must be agreement.
6. For the final consistency check the remaining equation centered at z0
C(z0; z1, xc, z2, z3; (β2, γ1), (α1, γ2)) = 0, (3.22)
must be satisfied by the variables that have been determined in the previous steps.
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Figure 11: The steps of the CAFCC algorithm, where unfilled vertices represent variables to be de-
termined in subsequent steps. Step 0 here represents the choice of initial variables. In steps 1 and 2
five equations are used to uniquely determine five respective variables xc, xf , xa, xe, z2. Steps 3 and
4 require consistency of two equations solving for z1, and consistency of two equations solving for
z3, respectively. Step 5 requires consistency of four equations solving for z0. All fourteen variables
have been determined in steps 1–5, and step 6 requires that the remaining equation centered at z0 is
automatically satisfied.
3.3 Examples of equations that satisfy CAFCC
Examples of combinations of the type-A, -B, and -C face-centered quad equations that satisfy
CAFCC are given in Table 1. The tables 2 and 3 give the expressions a(x; y;α, β), b(x; y;α, β),
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c(x; y;α, β), for the four-leg forms (3.4), (3.9), (3.10), for the type-A ,-B, and -C equations
respectively. Each of the equations in Tables 1–3 are also given in their affine-linear forms in
Appendix A. The derivation of these equations from the IRF equations of Section 2 will be
given in Section 4.
Type-A Type-B Type-C P1(xa, xb, xc, xd)
A3(δ=1) B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
H3(δ=1; ε=1)
A3(δ=0) B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
) C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
) H3(δ=1; ε=1)
A3(δ=0) B3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) C3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) H3(δ=0,1; ε=1−δ)
A3(δ=0) B3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (D4) C3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) H3(δ=0; ε=0)
A2(δ1=1; δ2=1) B2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0) C2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0) H2(ε=1)
A2(δ1=1; δ2=0) B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1) C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1) H2(ε=1)
A2(δ1=1; δ2=0) B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) H2(ε=0)
A2(δ1=0; δ2=0) B2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (D4) C2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) H1(ε=1)
A2(δ1=0; δ2=0) D1 C1 H1(ε=0)
Table 1: Examples of different combinations of type-A, -B, and -C equations which satisfy CAFCC,
where type-A equations also satisfy CAFCC on their own. These equations are given in Tables 2 and
3. P1 is the CAC equation from the ABS list that arises as the coefficient of x for the affine-linear
form of the type-C equation.
Type-A a(x; y;α, β) P1(xa, xb, xc, xd)
A4
(G+(x, α, β) − F (x, y, α, β))S−(x, α, β)
(G−(x, α, β) − F (x, y, α, β))S+(x, α, β) Q4
A3(δ=1)
α2 + β2x2 − 2αβxy
β2 + α2x2 − 2αβxy Q3(δ=1)
A3(δ=0)
βx− αy
αx− βy Q3(δ=0)
A2(δ1=1; δ2=1)
(
√
x+ α− β)2 − y
(
√
x− α+ β)2 − y Q2
A2(δ1=1; δ2=0)
−x+ y + α− β
x− y + α− β Q1(δ=1)
A2(δ1=0; δ2=0)
α− β
x− y (add.) Q1(δ=0)
Table 2: A list of functions a(x; y;α, β) for the type-A equations (3.4) in Table 1, as well as for A4 which
satisfies CAFCC on its own. P1 is the CAC equation from the ABS list that arises as the coefficient
of x for the affine-linear form of the type-A equation (3.3). The abbreviation “add.” indicates an
additive form of the equation (see (3.27) or (4.79)).
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Type-B b(x; y;α, β)
B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
β2 + α2x2 − 2αβxy
B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
)
αy − βx
αxy − β
B3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) β − αxy
B3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (D4) y
B2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0) (x+ α− β)2 − y
B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1)
√
x+ y + α− β
−√x+ y + α− β
B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) x+ y + α− β
B2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (D4) y
D1 y (add.)
Type-C c(x; y;α, β)
C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
α− βxy
αx− βy
C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
)
(
α2
β + βx
2 − 2αxy)
C3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) xy − αβ
C3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) y
C2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0)
−√x+ y − α+ β√
x+ y − α+ β
C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1) (x− α+ β)2 − y
C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) x+ y − α+ β
C2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) −y+β2x (add.)
C1 y (add.)
Table 3: A list of functions b(x; y;α, β) and c(x; y;α, β) for the type-B and type-C equations (3.9)
and (3.10) respectively in Table 1. The function a(x; y;α, β) for the type-C equation (3.10) should be
taken from the corresponding type-A entry in Tables 1 and 2. The abbreviation “add.” indicates an
additive form of the equation (see (4.80) and (4.81)).
In both Tables 2 and 3, the notation x is used to denote
x = x+
√
x2 − 1, (3.23)
for a variable x. In Table 2, the functions appearing for A4 are defined by
F (xa, xb, α, β) =
(
4(xa + xb)(α − β)2 +Q(α, β)
)(
4xa(α− β)2 −Q(α, β)
)2
,
G±(x, α, β) =
(
4x˙(α− β)3 ±R(α, β))2, (3.24)
where
S±(x, α, β) = x˙(β − α)± x(α˙+ β˙)∓ (β˙α+ α˙β),
Q(α, β) = (α˙+ β˙)2 − 4(α + β)(α − β)2,
R(α, β) =4(α˙β + β˙α)(α − β)2 − (α˙+ β˙)Q(α, β).
(3.25)
In (3.24) and (3.25), the notation x˙ is used to denote
x˙ = 4x3 − g2x− g3, (3.26)
for a variable x, where g2 and g3 are Weierstrass elliptic invariants [28].
Table 1 also lists the ABS quad equation P1(xa, xb, xc, xd), which is found to arise as the
coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equations (see Appendix A). Table 2
similarly lists the ABS quad equation for the affine-linear from of the type-A equations (3.3).
The type-B equations do not seem to have an interesting quad equation appear for this same
coefficient.
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In Table 2, the abbreviation “add.” is used to indicate an edge function for an additive
form of a type-A equation (3.4), which is given by
a(x;xa;α2, β1) + a(x;xd;α1, β2)− a(x;xb;α2, β2)− a(x;xc;α1, β1) = 0. (3.27)
Similarly, the appearance of “add.” in Table (3) indicates an additive form for the type-B
and type-C equations (see (4.80) and (4.81)).
3.3.1 Remarks
1. In addition to the combinations of equations given in Table 1, the type-A equations of
Table 2 also satisfy CAFCC on their own. That is, CAFCC will also be satisfied with
the use of a type-A equation (3.4) of Table 2, replacing
B → A, C → A, (3.28)
for each type-B and -C equations appearing in (3.13) and (3.14) (which correspond to
the equations in the six steps of CAFCC). Furthermore, the equation A4 in Table 2 is
only known to satisfy CAFCC on its own.
2. For the equations in Tables 1–3 there are up to three parameters δ1, δ2, δ3 in the sub-
scripts, which appear for their affine-linear expressions given in Appendix A. For each
case the indicated values should be chosen for the equations to satisfy CAFCC.
3. Although there appear square roots in the expressions given in Tables 2, and 3, any
square roots cancel out of the respective affine-linear forms (see Appendix A).
4. The affine-linear form (3.3) for A4, is the only case where the degree n of the face
variable x appears to be n > 2. Since all other cases of equations have degree n ≤ 2, it
is expected that a simpler expression for A4 may be found for which n = 2, but at the
moment it is not known.
5. Some of the equations in Tables 2 and 3 have appeared previously outside of the context
of CAFCC. The equations D1 and D4 are independent of the face variable x, and
may be identified with two of the H6-type quad equations classified by Boll [11]. The
expressions for the four-leg forms (3.4) for A-type equations, may also be identified with
expressions for discrete Toda-type equations associated to type-Q ABS equations [8–10].
The equation A2(δ1=0; δ2=0) also has a different interpretation as the simplest n = 1 case
of a set of n-component CAC quad equations [22]. In fact one of the initial motivations
for formulating multidimensional consistency as CAFCC, was because although other
equations given in Tables 2 and 3 are obtained in the same way as A2(δ1=0; δ2=0), they
do not satisfy the usual formulation of CAC.
4 CAFCC from IRF
4.1 IRF Lagrangian functions to face-centered quad equations
In this section it will be shown how the face-centered quad equations of Section 3, are derived
from the IRF equations of Section 2. In Section 2 there was given the expressions for the
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classical IRF Yang-Baxter equations (2.62) and (2.63). The derivatives of (2.62) and (2.63)
with respect to their fourteen variables, respectively lead to fourteen expressions for the
discrete Laplace-type equations.3
The examples of the fourteen discrete Laplace-type equations for (2.62) are listed in Ap-
pendix B. These equations can be grouped into three different types that correspond to one
of the face-centered quad equations of types-A, -B, or -C, respectively. Type-A equations in-
volve only derivatives of L and L, as given in (B.1) and (B.5). Type-B equations involve only
derivatives of Λ and Λ, as given in (B.2), (B.3), (B.6), and (B.7). Type-C equations involve
derivatives of two of L and L, as well as two of Λ and Λ, as given in the eight equations (B.4),
(B.8), and (B.9)–(B.14).
There are fourteen variables involved in the discrete Laplace-type equations of Appendix
B, which are associated to the fourteen vertices of the Yang-Baxter equation in Figure 5. For
convenience, these fourteen variables are divided into the following two sets
XA = {xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf , xh, x′h, xi, x′i}, XB = {xj , x′j , xk, x′k}, (4.1)
according to whether or not they appear as one of the face variables of a discrete Laplace-type
equation of type-B. Let also Z denote the set of components of the parameters u,v,w, as
Z = {u1, u2, v1, v2, w1, w2}. (4.2)
There are three different types of changes of variables, denoted by f(x), g(x), h(x), for the
variables and parameters in XA, XB , Z, respectively, indicated as follows
x 7→


y = f(x), x ∈ XA,
y = g(x), x ∈ XB ,
y = h(x), x ∈ Z.
(4.3)
The transformed variables and parameters denoted by y in (4.3), then become the variables
and parameters of the face-centered quad equations. The specific forms of f(x), g(x), h(x),
depend on the types of functions involved in the explicit expressions for the Lagrangian
functions that are used in Section 4.3. These functions are always one of elliptic-, hyperbolic-,
rational-, or algebraic-types, and the associated changes of variables for these four types is
indicated in Table 4.
There is another symmetry that will be used to simplify the expressions of the fourteen
Laplace-type equations in Appendix B. Namely, the derivatives of the Lagrangian functions
will be found to satisfy (except for the elliptic case)
∂Lu−v(x, y)
∂x
= −∂L±η0+u−v(x, y)
∂x
+ k1pii,
∂Λu−v(x, y)
∂x
= −∂Λ±η0+u−v(x, y)
∂x
+ k2pii,
(4.4)
3The discrete Laplace-type equations usually refer to equations given in terms of a sum of four Lagrangians,
where the Lagrangian functions are all the same. Recall that in this paper even if the four Lagrangian functions
are different, the sum of four Lagrangian functions obtained as the derivatives of the IRF YBE are also referred
to as discrete Laplace-type equations.
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Case f(x), g(x) h(x)
Elliptic ℘(x) ℘(x)
Hyperbolic ex or cosh(x) ex
Rational x or x2 x
Algebraic x x
Table 4: The different cases for the changes of variables (4.3) for the different cases of Lagrangian
functions used in Section 4.3. The function ℘(z) is the Weierstrass elliptic function [28].
for some constant η0, where k1 + k2 is an even integer. For the rational and algebraic cases,
η0 = 0, while for the hyperbolic cases, η0 = pi. For the elliptic case, 2η0 is a quasi-period
of the Weierstrass sigma function, and there will appear an additional x dependent term
for the difference of derivatives of Lagrangian functions in (4.4). However, these additional
terms always cancel out of the combinations of Lagrangian functions in the expressions for
the Laplace-type equations of Appendix B, and particularly have no overall contribution to
the derivation of the face-centered quad equations.
Motivated by (4.4), the first components of the parameters of the fourteen Laplace-type
equations of Appendix B will be shifted by
u→ u′ = (u1 + η0, u2), v→ v′ = (v1 + η0, v2), w→ w′ = (w1 + η0, w2). (4.5)
The shift of the form (4.5) may simply be regarded as a part of the change of variables given in
(4.3), but it is also useful to consider its individual effect on the equations. For the equations
in Appendix B which involve the Lagrangian functions L and Λ, the components u1, v1,
and w1, only appear as a difference with one of u2, v2, or w2. Similarly, for the equations
in Appendix B which involve L and Λ, the components u1, v1, and w1, only appear as a
difference with one of u1, v1, or w1. Then by the symmetries (4.4), the shifts (4.5) effectively
take L → L and Λ → Λ for each equation in Appendix B, and leave L and Λ unchanged.
Thus applying this shift in combination with an appropriate change of variables (4.3), gives
a slightly more conveneient form of the equations.
The expressions for the IRF Lagrangian functions Lu′v′ in (2.56), and Λu′v′ in (2.58), will
be used with the change of variables (4.3) and (4.5) to derive the face-centered quad equations
of types A and B, respectively. For the face-centered quad equation of type-C, the following
IRF Lagrangian function will be used
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lv1−u2(x, xa) + Lv2−u2(x, xb)− Λv1−u1(x, xc)− Λv2−u1(x, xd). (4.6)
The equation
∂
∂x
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= 0, (4.7)
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is equivalent to the type-C discrete Laplace-type equation (B.9), with the change of variables
in the latter given by
xa → x, xi → xa, x′j → xc, x′k → xd,
w1 → u1, v1 → u2, u1 → v1.
(4.8)
Thus the expression (4.6) may be used to derive the face-centered quad equations of type-C.
For the second form of the classical Yang-Baxter equation (2.43), (4.6) should be replaced by
Ξˆuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= Lv1−u2(xa, x) + Lv2−u2(xb, x)− Λv1−u1(xc, x)− Λv2−u1(xd, x). (4.9)
Note that with the appropriate change of variables any of the eight equations (B.4), (B.8),
(B.9)-(B.14), would lead to the same expression for a type-C face-centered quad equation.
To summarise for the case of the classical Yang-Baxter equation (2.39), using (4.3) and
(4.5) on (2.56) gives a face-centered quad equation of type-A as4
A(ye; ya, yb, yc, yd;α,β) = exp
{
∂
∂xe
L
u
′
v
′
(
xe
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)}
, (4.10)
where yI = f(xI), (I = a, b, c, d, e). Using (4.3) and (4.5) on (2.58) gives a face-centered quad
equation of type-B as
B(ye; ya, yb, yc, yd;α,β) = exp
{
∂
∂xe
Λu′v′
(
xe
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)}
, (4.11)
where yI = f(xI), ye = g(xe), (I = a, b, c, d). Using (4.3) and (4.5) on (4.6) gives a face-
centered quad equation of type-C as
C(ye; ya, yb, yc, yd;α,β) = exp
{
∂
∂xe
Ξu′v′
(
xe
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)}
, (4.12)
where yI = f(xI), (I = a, b, e), yJ = g(xJ ), (J = c, d). For each of (4.10)–(4.12), the
parameters are
α1 = h(u1), α2 = h(u2), β1 = h(v1), β2 = h(v2). (4.13)
4.2 CAFCC and the IRF YBE
The face-centered quad equations which are derived using the above approach are found to
satisfy the property of CAFCC given in Section 3.2. The underlying reason for this is that
the resulting face-centered quad equations are effectively a reinterpretation of the fourteen
discrete Laplace-type equations of Appendix B, which are implied by the classical IRF YBE
(2.62) that is satisfied by the Lagrangian functions. Consequently, it is straightforward to
see that CAFCC will be satisfied if the IRF YBE is satisfied, by comparing the six steps of
CAFCC in Section 3.2 with the discrete Laplace-type equations of Appendix B.
4For additive type equations of Tables 2 and 3, the exponential would not be used on the right hand sides
of (4.10)–(4.12).
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First consider the CAFCC algorithm of Section 3.2, and note that the initial conditions
along with the four equations centered at y0, y1, y2, y3, uniquely determine all of the variables
that appear on the left hand side of the face-centered cube of Figure 10. These variables are
determined in steps 1 and 2 of CAFCC, and correspond to the variables that appear on the
left hand side of the classical IRF YBE (2.62), up to the linearising change of variables (4.3).
Since the four equations centered at y0, y1, y2, y3, correspond to the four discrete Laplace-type
equations in (B.1)-(B.4), the results of Section 2.5 implies that there is a classical IRF YBE
(2.62) that is satisfied for the same (transformed) variables xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf , which have
been determined through CAFCC.
For the CAFCC algorithm of Section 3.2, it remains to show that the face-centered quad
equations are consistent in steps 3–6. Consider first the two equations centered at xd and xe,
either of which may be used to determine the variable z1 (step 3). Let the different expressions
for z1 resulting from these two equations be denoted by z
A
1 and z
B
1 respectively, and assume
that zA1 6= zB1 . This implies that there are two solutions for the right hand side of the classical
IRF YBE (2.62); one solution with z1 = z
A
1 and the other solution with z1 = z
B
1 . Now the
classical IRF YBE with z1 = z
A
1 implies a set of fourteen discrete Laplace-type equations, for
which the equation centered at xe is satisfied by z1 = z
A
1 (with the variable transformation
(4.3)). However this same equation was determined through the CAFCC method to have the
solution corresponding to z1 = z
B
1 , where z
B
1 6= zA1 , which is a contradiction. Then it must
be the case that zA1 = z
B
1 , and thus the two equations centered at xd and xe are consistent.
Similar arguments may be used to show that the two equations centered at xa and xb that
are used to determine the variable z3 (step 4) must be consistent.
For step 5 of the CAFCC algorithm, any of the four face-centered quad equations centered
at z1, z2, z3, xc, may next be used to determine the final variable z0. The consistency of these
four equations can be shown using similar arguments to the above. Let any two distinct
solutions of the above four equations be denoted by zA0 and z
B
0 , and assume that z
A
0 6= zB0 .
This means that there are at least two solutions for the right hand side of the classical IRF
YBE (2.62); one solution with z0 = z
A
0 , and the other solution with z0 = z
B
0 . This again
leads to a contradiction where the discrete Laplace-type equation for the YBE which is solved
with zA0 , has been determined through CAFCC to have a solution corresponding to z
B
0 , where
zB0 6= zA0 . Thus it must be the case that zA0 = zB0 , and the two equations that were used to
determine the two expressions for z0 must be consistent. Consequently the four face-centered
quad equations centered at z1, z2, z3, xc are consistent.
The final step of the CAFCC algorithm (step 6) requires that the equation centered at
z0 is automatically satisfied by the variables that were obtained in previous steps. With the
change of variables (4.3), this equation corresponds to the derivative of the classical IRF YBE
given in (B.8), which must be satisfied since the variables that have been determined through
CAFCC were seen above to correspond to the variables that satisfy the YBE.
4.3 Explicit cases
The approach of Section 4.1 will be used here to derive the face-centered quad equations
which satisfy CAFCC that are listed in Tables 1–3. The starting point for each case is the
expressions for the Lagrangian functions which satisfy the IRF YBEs of Section 2.5. All
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face-centered quad equations can be derived by considering just the mixed cases of the Yang-
Baxter equations (2.62) and (2.63), together with an elliptic symmetric case for (2.66) that
corresponds to A4 in Table 2 (there is no known elliptic mixed case).
For a function f(z), the notation f(z1 ± z2) is used in this section to denote
f(z1 ± z2) = f(z1 + z2) + f(z1 − z2). (4.14)
The ≃ sign will be used to indicate that the expressions for the IRF Lagrangian functions are
given up to terms that are independent of the face variable x. These terms can be disregarded
since the face-centered quad equations are obtained from derivatives with respect to x. Note
that each equation is also labelled by a hypergeometric integral which has been previously
identified with the star-triangle relations in [7].
4.3.1 Elliptic case
Here ℘(z) and σ(z) denote the Weierstrass elliptic and sigma functions respectively, with
associated elliptic invariants g2, g3, or half-periods ω1, ω2. For (4.5), η0 =
−ipiω2
2ω1
. Also recall
from (3.26) that the notation x˙ denotes
x˙ = 4x3 − g2x− g3. (4.15)
For Im
(
ω2
ω1
)
> 0, the Lagrangian functions for the elliptic case can be written in terms of
φ(z) =
∞∑
n=0
(
Li2
(
e
2iz
e
pii(2n+1)ω2/ω1
)− Li2(e−2izepii(2n+1)ω2/ω1)
)
, (4.16)
where Li2(z) is the dilogarithm function defined by
Li2(z) = −
∫ z
0
Log(1− t)
t
dt, z ∈ C \ [1,∞). (4.17)
4.3.1.1 A4 (Elliptic beta integral) [Master solution model]
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.13) are given by [5]
Lα(xi, xj) =
−iω1α
(
C(xi) + C(xj)
)
piω2
+ φ(±xi ± xj + iα),
Lα(xi, xj) =Lη0−α(xi, xj)− φ
(
i(η0 − 2α)
)
, C(xi) =
(pi − 4xi)2
4
.
(4.18)
The saddle point equation (2.9) for these Lagrangians is equivalent to Q4 from the ABS list.
In terms of (4.18) the derivative with respect to the face variable of the IRF Lagrangian
function (2.56) is given by
∂
∂x
Lu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= ϕ(x, xa, u2 − v1) + ϕ(x, xd, u1 − v2)
+ϕ(x, xb, v2 − u2) + ϕ(x, xc, v1 − u1),
(4.19)
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where
ϕ(xi, xj , t) = Log
σ
(
2ω1
pi (xi − xj + t)
)
σ
(
2ω1
pi (xi + xj + t)
)
σ
(
2ω1
pi (xi − xj − t)
)
σ
(
2ω1
pi (xi + xj − t)
) . (4.20)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = ℘(2ω1xpi
−1), g(x) = ℘(2ω1xpi
−1), h(x) = ℘(2ω1xpi
−1). (4.21)
Applying (4.21) on (4.19) results in the type-A equation (3.4) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
(G+(x, α, β) − F (x, y, α, β))
(
x˙(β − α) − x(α˙+ β˙) + (β˙α+ α˙β))
(G−(x, α, β) − F (x, y, α, β))
(
x˙(β − α) + x(α˙+ β˙)− (β˙α+ α˙β)) . (4.22)
The functions F and G± were defined in (3.24).
There can be found other rather different looking (but equivalent) forms of (4.22), simply
due to the wide variety of identities that are known for the Weierstrass (or Jacobi) elliptic
functions. It is likely that there could be found a simpler form of (4.22), particularly one that
has at most quadratic dependence on the face variable x similarly to the other equations, but
at present a simpler expression is not known.
As was noted in Section 3.3, the CAC polynomials in the ABS list arise as the coeffi-
cient P1(xa, xb, xc, xd) of the linear term in x in (3.3). For the equation (3.4) with (4.22),
P1(xa, xb, xc, xd) will correspond to Q4, although it appears difficult to see this explicitly due
to the complicated form of the equations. One way is to observe that the discriminants
rk(xk) =
(
∂P ij
∂xl
)2
− 2P ij ∂
2P ij
∂x2l
, (4.23)
of P1(xa, xb, xc, xd), where i, j, k, l, are distinct elements of {a, b, c, d}, and P ij is the bi-
quadratic polynomial
P ij =
∂P1
∂xi
∂P1
∂xj
− P1 ∂
2P1
∂xi∂xj
, i, j = a, b, c, d, i 6= j, (4.24)
are quartic polynomials in xk, for k = a, b, c, d. Then according to the classification result
of [2,3], this implies that P1(xa, xb, xc, xd) is Mo¨bius equivalent to the polynomial for Q4 from
the ABS list.
4.3.2 Hyperbolic cases
The Lagrangian functions for the hyperbolic cases are given in terms of the dilogarithm (4.17).
For (4.5), η0 = pi. The notation x is used to denote
x = x+
√
x2 − 1. (4.25)
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4.3.2.1 A3(δ=1), B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
, C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=
1
2
; δ3=0)
(Hyperbolic Askey-Wilson in-
tegral and Hyperbolic Saalschu¨tz integral) case 1
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43) are
Λα(xi, xj) = Li2(−exi±xj+iα) + (xi+iα)
2+x2j
2 ,
Lα(xi, xj) = Li2(−e±(xi−xj)+iα)− 2Li2(−eiα) + (xi−xj)
2
2 ,
Lˆα(xi, xj) = Li2(−e±xi±xj+iα)− 2Li2(−eiα) + x2i + x2j − α
2
2 +
pi2
6 ,
Λα(xi, xj) = Λpi−α(−xi, xj), Lα(xi, xj) = Lpi−α(xi, xj), Lˆα(xi, xj) = Lˆpi−α(xi, xj).
(4.26)
The saddle point equations (2.34) and (2.44) are both equivalent to H3(δ=1; ε=1) from the ABS
list. In terms of (4.26) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.57), (2.59), and (4.9), are respectively
given by
Lˆu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
≃ 4x2 + Li2(ei(u2−v1)±x±xa) + Li2(ei(v2−u2)±x±xb)
+ Li2(e
i(v1−u1)±x±xc) + Li2(e
i(u1−v2)±x±xd),
(4.27)
Λˆ
u
′
v
′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ 2i(u1 + u2 − v1 − v2)x+ Li2(ei(u2−v1)+x±xa) + Li2(ei(v2−u2)−x±xb)
+2x(x− ipi) + Li2(ei(v1−u1)−x±xc) + Li2(ei(u1−v2)+x±xd),
(4.28)
Ξˆu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ −x2 − Li2(ei(u2−v1)±x±xa)− Li2(ei(u2−v2)±x±xb)
− Li2(ei(u1−v1)±x−xc)− Li2(ei(v2−u1)±x+xd).
(4.29)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = cosh(x), g(x) = ex, h(x) = eix. (4.30)
Applying (4.30) on the derivative with respect to x of (4.27) results in the type-A equation
(3.4) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
α2 + β2x2 − 2αβxy
β2 + α2x2 − 2αβxy . (4.31)
Applying (4.30) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.28) and (4.29) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where
b(x; y;α, β) = β2 + α2x2 − 2αβxy, c(x; y;α, β) = α− βxy
αx− βy . (4.32)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-A equation (3.4) with (4.31), is
given by (A.4) with δ = 1. Setting xb → −xb, α1 → β, β1 → α, α2 → 1, and β2 → 1, in (A.4)
with δ = 1 gives
4β(α2 − 1)(xaxb + xcxd)− 4α(β2 − 1)(xaxc + xbxd)− 4(α2 − β2)(xaxd + xbxc)
−(α2 − 1)(β2 − 1)(αβ−1 − βα−1). (4.33)
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This is a polynomial for Q3(δ=1) from the ABS list.
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.31) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.32), is given by (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 1, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (12 , 12 , 0)
gives
2α(xaxc + xbxd)− 2β(xaxb + xcxd)− (αβ−1 − βα−1)(1 + αβxaxd). (4.34)
This is a polynomial for H3(δ=1; ε=1) from the ABS list.
4.3.2.2 A3(δ=0), B3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
), C3(δ1= 12 ; δ2=0; δ3=
1
2
) (Hyperbolic Askey-Wilson in-
tegral and Hyperbolic Saalschu¨tz integral) case 2
For the Lagrangian functions (4.26) there is the second set of IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56),
(2.58), and (4.6), that are respectively given by
L
u
′
v
′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ (x− xa)
2 + (x− xb)2 + (x− xc)2 + (x− xd)2
2
+Li2(e
i(u2−v1)±(x−xa)) + Li2(e
i(v2−u2)±(x−xb))
+Li2(e
i(v1−u1)±(x−xc)) + Li2(e
i(u1−v2)±(x−xd)),
(4.35)
Λu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ 2x2 + Li2(ei(u2−v1)±x+xa) + Li2(ei(v2−u2)±x−xb)
+ Li2(e
i(v1−u1)±x−xc) + Li2(e
i(u1−v2)±x+xd),
(4.36)
Ξ
u
′
v
′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ i(2(pi − u1)− v1 − v2)x+ Li2(ei(u2−v1)±(x−xa))− Li2(ei(u2−v2)±(x−xb))
−(x+ xa − xb)x− Li2(ei(u1−v1)±xc−x)− Li2(ei(v2−u1)±xd+x).
(4.37)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = ex, g(x) = cosh(x), h(x) = eix. (4.38)
Applying (4.38) on the derivative with respect to x of (4.35) results in the type-A equation
(3.4) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
βx− αy
αx− βy . (4.39)
Applying (4.38) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.36) and (4.37) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where
b(x; y;α, β) =
αy − βx
αxy − β , c(x; y;α, β) = β
−1
(
α2 + β2x2 − 2αβxy). (4.40)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-A equation (3.4) with (4.39), is
given by (A.4) with δ = 0. Setting xb → −xb, α1 → β, β1 → α, α2 → 1, and β2 → 1, in (A.4)
with δ = 0 gives
β(α2 − 1)(xaxb + xcxd)− α(β2 − 1)(xaxc + xbxd)− (α2 − β2)(xaxd + xbxc). (4.41)
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This is a polynomial for Q3(δ=0) from the ABS list.
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.39) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.40), is given by (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (
1
2 , 0,
1
2). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 1, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (12 , 0, 12)
gives
2α(xaxc + xbxd)− 2β(xaxb + xcxd)− (αβ−1 − βα−1)(1 + αβxbxc). (4.42)
This is a polynomial for H3(δ=1; ε=1) from the ABS list.
4.3.2.3 A3(δ=0), B3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0), C3(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) (Hyperbolic Barnes’s 1st lemma)
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) are given by
Lα(xi, xj) = Li2(−exi−xj+iα) + Li2(−exj−xi+iα)− 2Li2(−eiα) + (xi−xj)
2
2 ,
Λα(xi, xj) = Li2(−exi+xj+iα) + i(xi + xj)α+ x2i + x2j − α
2
2 +
pi2
6 ,
Lα(xi, xj) = Lpi−α(xi, xj), Λα(xi, xj) = −Λ−pi+α(xi, xj).
(4.43)
The saddle point equation (2.25) for these Lagrangians are equivalent to H3(δ=0,1; ε=1−δ) from
the ABS list. In terms of (4.43) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56), (2.58), and (4.6), are
respectively given by (4.35) and
Λu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
≃ 2piix+ Li2(ei(u2−v1)+x+xa)− Li2(ei(u2−v2)+x+xb)
− Li2(ei(u1−v1)+x+xc) + Li2(ei(u1−v2)+x+xd),
(4.44)
Ξu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ (xa − x)
2 − (xb − x)2
2
− i(v2(xd + x)− v1(xc + x))
+Li2(e
i(u2−v1)±(x−xa))− Li2(ei(u2−v2)±(x−xb))
+Li2(e
i(v1−u1)+x+xc)− Li2(ei(v2−u1)+x+xd).
(4.45)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = ex, g(x) = ex, h(x) = eix. (4.46)
Applying (4.46) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.44) and (4.45) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where a(x; y;α, β) is given by (4.39),
and
b(x; y;α, β) = β − αxy, c(x; y;α, β) = xy − αβ . (4.47)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.39) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.47), is given by (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (1, 0, 0). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 1, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (1, 0, 0)
gives
α2β(xaxc + xbxd)− αβ2(xaxb + xcxd) + β2 − α2. (4.48)
This is a polynomial for H3(δ=0,1; ε=1−δ) from the ABS list.
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4.3.2.4 A3(δ=0), B3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0), C3(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (Hyperbolic Barnes’s 2F1 inte-
gral)
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) are given by
Lα(xi, xj) = Li2(−exi−xj+iα) + Li2(−exj−xi+iα)− 2Li2(−eiα) + (xi−xj)
2
2 ,
Lα(xi, xj) = Lpi−α(xi, xj), Λ(xi, xj) = −xixj, Λ(xi, xj) = −Λ(xi, xj).
(4.49)
The saddle point equation (2.25) for these Lagrangians are equivalent to H3(δ=0; ε=0) from
the ABS list. In terms of (4.49) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56), (2.58), and (4.6), are
respectively given by (4.35) and
Λu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= x(xb + xc − xa − xd), (4.50)
Ξu′v′
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ x(xb + xc − xa − xd) + Li2(ei(u2−v1)±(x−xa))− Li2(ei(u2−v2)±(x−xb)). (4.51)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = ex, g(x) = ex, h(x) = eix. (4.52)
Applying (4.52) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.50) and (4.51) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9), and (3.10) respectively, where a(x; y;α, β) is given by (4.39),
and
b(x; y;α, β) = y, c(x; y;α, β) = y. (4.53)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.39) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.53), is given by (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (0, 0, 0). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 1, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.9) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (0, 0, 0)
gives
α(xaxc + xbxd)− β(xaxb + xcxd). (4.54)
This is a polynomial for H3(δ=0; ε=0) from the ABS list.
4.3.3 Rational cases
The edge Lagrangian functions for the rational cases have appeared in the examples that were
given in Section 2. Recall that these Lagrangian functions are defined in terms of the complex
logarithm through
γ(z) = izLog(iz), iz ∈ C \ (−∞, 0]. (4.55)
Since η = 0 for the rational cases, there is no shift of the form (4.5) that is applied to the
parameters u,v,w.
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4.3.3.1 A2(δ1=1; δ2=1), B2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0), C2(δ1=1; δ2=1; δ3=0) (De Branges-Wilson Inte-
gral and Barnes’s 2nd lemma) case 1
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relations (2.39) and (2.43) were given
in (2.20), (2.21), and (2.35), as
Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα) + γ(xi − xj + iα), Λα(xi, xj) = Λ−α(−xi, xj),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα), Lα(xi, xj) = L−α(xi, xj)− γ(−2iα),
Lˆα(xi, xj) = γ(xi ± xj + iα)− γ(xi ± xj − iα), Lˆα(xi, xj) = Lˆ−α(xi, xj)− γ(−2iα).
(4.56)
The saddle point equations (2.34) and (2.44) for these Lagrangians are both equivalent to
H2(ε=1) from the ABS list. In terms of (4.56) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.57), (2.59),
and (4.9), are respectively given by
Lˆuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1)± x+ xa)− γ(i(v1 − u2)± x+ xa)
+γ(i(v2 − u2) + x± xb)− γ(i(u2 − v2) + x± xb)
+γ(i(v1 − u1)± x+ xc)− γ(i(u1 − v1)± x+ xc)
+γ(i(u1 − v2) + x± xd)− γ(i(v2 − u1) + x± xd),
(4.57)
Λˆuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1) + x± xa) + γ(i(v2 − u2)− x± xb)
+γ(i(v1 − u1)− x± xc) + γ(i(u1 − v2) + x± xd),
(4.58)
Ξˆuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1) + x± xa)− γ(i(v1 − u2) + x± xa)
+γ(i(v2 − u2) + x± xb)− γ(i(u2 − v2) + x± xb)
−γ(i(u1 − v1)− xc ± x)− γ(i(v2 − u1) + xd ± x).
(4.59)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = x2, g(x) = x, h(x) = ix. (4.60)
Applying (4.60) on the derivative with respect to x of (4.57) results in the type-A equation
(3.4) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
(
√
x+ α− β)2 − y
(
√
x− α+ β)2 − y . (4.61)
Applying (4.60) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.58) and (4.59) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where
b(x; y;α, β) = (x+ α− β)2 − y, c(x; y;α, β) = y −
√
x− α+ β
y +
√
x− α+ β . (4.62)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-A equation (3.4) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.61), is given by (A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (1, 1). Setting xb → −xb, α1 → β, β1 → α,
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α2 → 0, and β2 → 0, in (A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (1, 1) gives
α(xa − xc)(xb − xd)− β(xa − xb)(xc − xd)− αβ(α− β)(
∑
xi∈{a,b,c,d}
xi − α2 + αβ − β2). (4.63)
This is a polynomial for Q2 from the ABS list.
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.61) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.62), is given by (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (1, 1, 0). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 0, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) =
(1, 1, 0) gives
(xa − xd)(xb − xc) + (α2 − β2)(xa + xd)− (α− β)(xb + xc − 2xaxd − α2 − β2). (4.64)
This is a polynomial for H2(ε=1) from the ABS list.
4.3.3.2 A2(δ1=1; δ2=0), B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1), C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=1) (De Branges-Wilson Inte-
gral and Barnes’s 2nd lemma) case 2
For the Lagrangian functions (4.56) there is the second set of IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56),
(2.58), and (4.6), that are respectively given by
Luv
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1)− x+ xa)− γ(i(v1 − u2)− x+ xa)
−γ(i(u2 − v2)− x+ xb) + γ(i(v2 − u2)− x+ xb)
−γ(i(u1 − v1)− x+ xc) + γ(i(v1 − u1)− x+ xc)
+γ(i(u1 − v2)− x+ xd)− γ(i(v2 − u1)− x+ xd),
(4.65)
Λuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1)± x+ xa) + γ(i(v2 − u2)± x− xb)
+γ(i(v1 − u1)± x− xc) + γ(i(u1 − v2)± x+ xd),
(4.66)
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1) + x− xa)− γ(i(v1 − u2) + x− xa)
+γ(i(v2 − u2) + x− xb)− γ(i(u2 − v2) + x− xb)
−γ(i(u1 − v1)− x± xc)− γ(i(v2 − u1) + x± xd).
(4.67)
A linearising change of variables of the form (4.3) is given by
f(x) = x, g(x) = x2, h(x) = ix. (4.68)
Applying (4.68) on the derivative with respect to x of (4.65) results in the type-A equation
(3.4) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
y − x+ α− β
x− y + α− β . (4.69)
Applying (4.68) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.66) and (4.67) results in the
type-B and -C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where
b(x; y;α, β) =
y +
√
x+ α− β
y −√x+ α− β , c(x; y;α, β) = (x− α+ β)
2 − y. (4.70)
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The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-A equation (3.4) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.69), is given by (A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (1, 0). Setting xb → −xb, α1 → β, β1 → α,
α2 → 0, and β2 → 0, in (A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (1, 0) gives
α(xa − xc)(xb − xd)− β(xa − xb)(xc − xd)− αβ(α − β). (4.71)
This is a polynomial for Q1(δ=1) from the ABS list [2].
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.69) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.70), is given by (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (1, 0, 1). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 0, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) =
(1, 0, 1) gives
(xa − xd)(xb − xc) + (α2 − β2)(xb + xc)− (α− β)(xa + xd − 2xbxc − α2 − β2). (4.72)
This is a polynomial for H2(ε=1) from the ABS list.
4.3.3.3 A2(δ1=1; δ2=0), B2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0), C2(δ1=1; δ2=0; δ3=0) (Barnes’s 1st lemma)
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) were given in (2.21)
and (2.26) as
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj + iα)− γ(xi − xj − iα), Λα(xi, xj) = γ(xi + xj + iα),
Lα(xi, xj) = L−α(xi, xj)− γ(−2iα), Λα(xi, xj) = Λ−α(−xi,−xj).
(4.73)
The saddle point equation (2.25) for these Lagrangians is equivalent to H2(ε=0) in the ABS
list. In terms of (4.73) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56), (2.58), and (4.6), are respectively
given by (4.65) and
Λuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= γ(i(u2 − v1) + x+ xa) + γ(i(v2 − u2)− x− xb)
+γ(i(v1 − u1)− x− xc) + γ(i(u1 − v2) + x+ xd),
(4.74)
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ γ(i(u2 − v1)± (x− xa)) + γ(i(v2 − u2) + x− xb)
−γ(i(u2 − v2) + x− xb)− γ(i(u1 − v1)− x− xc)
+γ(i(v2 − u1) + x+ xd).
(4.75)
These Lagrangians will already be linear after taking a derivative, thus an appropriate
change of variables (4.3) is
f(x) = x, g(x) = x, h(x) = ix. (4.76)
Applying (4.76) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.74) and (4.75) results in the
type-B and type-C equations (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, where a(x; y;α, β) is given by
(4.69), and
b(x; y;α, β) = x+ y + α− β, c(x; y;α, β) = x+ y − α+ β. (4.77)
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The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of the type-C equation (3.10) with a(x; y;α, β)
from (4.69) and c(x; y;α, β) from (4.77), is given by (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (1, 0, 0). Setting
xa ↔ xc, xb → −xb, α1 → 0, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) =
(1, 0, 0) gives
(xa − xd)(xb − xc)− (α− β)(xa + xb + xc + xd)− α2 + β2. (4.78)
This is a polynomial for H2(ε=0) from the ABS list.
4.3.4 Algebraic cases
The face-centered quad equations at the algebraic level are usually written in one of the
following additive forms5
a(x, xa, α2, β1) + a(x, xd, α1, β2)− a(x, xb, α2, β2)− a(x, xc, α1, β1) = 0, (4.79)
b(x, xa, α2, β1) + b(x, xd, α1, β2)− b(x, xb, α2, β2)− b(x, xc, α1, β1) = 0, (4.80)
a(x, xa, α2, β1) + c(x, xd, α1, β2)− a(x, xb, α2, β2)− c(x, xc, α1, β1) = 0. (4.81)
for type-A, type-B, and type-C, respectively. For these cases η = 0 and there is no shift of
the form (4.5) that will be applied to the parameters u,v,w.
4.3.4.1 A2(δ1=0; δ2=0), B2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0), C2(δ1=0; δ2=0; δ3=0) (Barnes’s 2F1 integral)
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) are given by
Λα(xi, xj) = (ixj − α)Logxi, Λα(xi, xj) = −Λα(xi, xj),
Lα(xi, xj) = −2αLog(xi + xj),
Lα(xi, xj) = γ(xi − xj − iα) + γ(xj − xi − iα)− γ(−2iα).
(4.82)
The saddle point equation (2.25) for these Lagrangians is equivalent to H1(ε=1) from the ABS
list. This case is unusual because unlike other solutions of the star-triangle relation (2.27)
there is no simple symmetry relation between Λα(xi, xj) and Λα(xj , xi), which is needed to
construct the Yang-Baxter equation of Section 2.5. Nevertheless this case can still be used to
derive face-centered quad equations which satisfy CAFCC.
In terms of (4.82) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56), (2.58), and (4.6), are respectively
given by
Luv
(
x
∣∣∣ xa xb
xc xd
)
= (u2 − v1)Log(x+ xa) + (v2 − u2)Log(x+ xb)
+(v1 − u1)Log(x+ xc) + (u1 − v2)Log(x+ xd),
(4.83)
Λuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ ix(Logxb + Logxc − Logxa − Logxd), (4.84)
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= (v1 − v2 − i(xc − xd))Logx+ 2(u2 − v1)Log(x+ xa)
−2(u2 − v2)Log(x+ xb).
(4.85)
5However, the first case below involves a combination of both multiplicative and additive equations.
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These Lagrangians will already be linear after taking a derivative, thus an appropriate
change of variables (4.3) is
f(x) = x, g(x) = x, h(x) = ix. (4.86)
Applying (4.86) on the derivative with respect to x of (4.83) results in the type-A equation
(4.79) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
α− β
x+ y
. (4.87)
Note that in this form the type-A equation (4.79) does not satisfy CAFCC on its own, but
requires first negating a variable in the denominator. Doing so leads to the type-A equation
(4.79) where
a(x; y;α, β) =
α− β
x− y . (4.88)
Applying (4.86) on the derivatives with respect to x of (4.84) and (4.85) results in the
type-B and -C equations (4.80) and (4.81) respectively, where a(x; y;α, β) is given by (4.87),
and
b(x; y;α, β) = Logy, (4.89)
c(x; y;α, β) =
y + β
2x
. (4.90)
To have an expression for b(x; y;α, β) which is linear in y requires taking an exponential
of (4.80) with (4.89). This results in the type-B equation in the multiplicative form (3.9) with
b(x; y;α, β) = y. (4.91)
The multiplicative type-B equation (3.9) with (4.91), along with the additive type-A and -
C equations (4.79) with (4.88) (or (4.87)), and (4.81) with (4.90), satisfy the CAFCC property.
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of (4.79) with a(x; y;α, β) from (4.88), is given
by (A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (0, 0). Setting xb → −xb, α1 → β, β1 → α, α2 → 0, and β2 → 0 in
(A.5) with (δ1, δ2) = (0, 0) gives
α(xa − xc)(xb − xd)− β(xa − xb)(xc − xd). (4.92)
This is a polynomial for Q1(δ=0) from the ABS list.
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of (4.81) with a(x; y;α, β) from (4.88) and
c(x; y;α, β) from (4.90), is given by (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (0, 0, 0). Setting xa ↔ xc,
xb → −xb, α1 → 0, β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.10) with (δ1, δ2, δ3) = (0, 0, 0) gives
(xa − xd)(xb − xc)− (α− β)(xb + xc). (4.93)
This is a polynomial for H1(ε=1) from the ABS list.
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4.3.4.2 A2(δ1=0; δ2=0), D1, C1 (Euler beta function)
The Lagrangian functions for the classical star-triangle relation (2.27) are given by
Λ(xi, xj) = ixixj, Λ(xi, xj) = −Λ(xi, xj), Lα(xi, xj) = 2iαLog(xi − xj),
Lα(xi, xj) = 2iα
(
Log(α)− Log(xi − xj)
)
.
(4.94)
The saddle point equation (2.25) for these Lagrangians is equivalent to H1(ε=0) from the ABS
list. In terms of (4.94) the IRF Lagrangian functions (2.56), (2.58), and (4.6), are respectively
given by (4.83) and
Λuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
= x(xa − xb − xc + xd), (4.95)
Ξuv
(
x
∣∣∣ xaxb
xc xd
)
≃ x(xc − xd) + 2(v1 − u2)Log(x− xa) + 2(u2 − v2)Log(x− xb). (4.96)
These Lagrangians will be linear after taking derivatives and do not require a change of
variables. The derivatives with respect to x of (4.95) and (4.96) may be written in the form
of the type–B and type-C equations (4.80) and (4.81) respectively, where a(x; y;α, β) is given
by (4.87), and
b(x; y;α, β) = y, c(x; y;α, β) = −y
2
. (4.97)
The coefficient of x in the affine-linear form of (4.81) with a(x; y;α, β) from (4.88) and
c(x; y;α, β) from (4.97), is given by (A.11). Setting xa → xc, xb → −xb, xc → −xa, α1 → 0,
β1 → β, α2 → α, and β2 → β, in (A.11) gives
(xa − xd)(xb − xc)− 2(α − β). (4.98)
This is a polynomial for H1(ε=0) from the ABS list.
5 Conclusion
In Section 3 of this paper, a new formulation of the multidimensional consistency integrability
condition was established, called consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC), which is
applicable to five-point face-centered quad equations which are defined on a vertex and its
four nearest neighbours in the square lattice. The formulation of CAFCC was motivated by
interaction-round-a-face (IRF) forms of the Yang-Baxter equation that arise for integrable
lattice models of statistical mechanics, which were presented in Section 2. Through this
connection fifteen sets of face-centered quad equations which satisfy CAFCC have been derived
in Section 4. These face-centered quad equations include expressions for discrete Laplace-type
equations associated to type-Q ABS equations, as well as other equations which have not
previously been considered in the context of discrete integrability.
It will be important to investigate other characteristics associated to the multidimensional
consistency of the face-centered quad equations. In this direction, it has recently been estab-
lished how Lax pairs of the equations can be derived from the property of CAFCC [29]. It
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would be interesting if this result can be utilised in the computation of the solutions of the
equations. It is also an open problem to classify the face-centered quad equations, and doing
so may lead to new equations or possibly reveal different combinations of the type-A, -B, or
-C equations that will satisfy CAFCC.
It will also be important to further investigate the connection between integrable lattice
equations and integrable lattice models of statistical mechanics. As an example, a possi-
ble extension of the results of this paper could be obtained by considering a quasi-classical
expansion of multi-component solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation [17]. The resulting clas-
sical lattice equations should correspond to multi-component extensions of the equation A4.
This potential application to multi-component equations was one of the main motivations
for determining the multidimensional consistency of the face-centered quad equations in this
paper.
Appendix A Affine-linear expressions
Here it is useful to first define the following quad polynomials:
D1(xa, xb, xc, xd) = xa − xb − xc + xd, D4(xa, xb, xc, xd) = xaxd − xbxc,
L(xa, xb, xc, xd, α1, α2, α3, α4) = α1xa + α2xb + α3xc + α4xd.
(A.1)
The D1 and D4 are two CAC quad polynomials in the H6 list given by Boll [11], while for a
choice of parameters L is equivalent to a linear CAC quad polynomial given by Atkinson [30].
For the parameters α = (α1, α2) and β = (β1, β2) it is also useful to define
θ(α,β) = (α1 − α2)(β1 − β2), φ(α,β) = α1 + α2 − β1 − β2. (A.2)
The following notations for the parameter α will also be used (and similarly for β)
−α = (−α1,−α2), α2 = (α21, α22), α∗ = (α1,−α2), αi = (αi, αi), (i = 1, 2). (A.3)
A.1 Symmetric cases (type-A equations)
For affine-linear forms of the type-A equations given in Table 2, there will appear the following
four-parameter versions of the type-Q quad polynomials in the ABS list [2]:
Q3(δ)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) =
δ
4θ(α
2,β2)( β1β2α1α2 −
α1α2
β1β2
) + β1β2(α
2
1 − α22)D4(xa, xb, xd, xc)
+α1α2(β
2
1 − β22)D4(xa, xd, xc, xb)− (α21α22 − β21β22)D4(xa, xb, xc, xd),
(A.4)
Q2(δ1; δ2)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = (α1 − α2)D4(xa, xb, xd, xc) + (β1 − β2)D4(xa, xd, xc, xb)
−φ(α,β)D4(xa, xb, xc, xd) + δ2L(xa, xb, xc, xd, ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4)
+δ1θ(α,β)φ(α,β)
(
θ(α∗,β∗)− φ(α2,−β2))δ2 ,
(A.5)
where
ρ1 =φ(α,β)(α2(β2 − β1) + α1(β1 + β2))− 2(α1α2(α1 − β1) + β1β2(α2 − β2)),
ρ2 =φ(α,β)(α2(β2 − β1)− α1(β1 + β2)) + 2(α1α2(α1 − β2) + β1β2(α2 − β1)),
ρ3 =φ(α,β)(α1(β1 − β2)− α2(β1 + β2)) + 2(α1α2(α2 − β1) + β1β2(α1 − β2)),
ρ4 =φ(α,β)(α1(β1 − β2) + α2(β1 + β2))− 2(α1α2(α2 − β2) + β1β2(α1 − β1)).
(A.6)
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As noted in Section 4.3, for Q3(δ) in (A.4), the case δ = 1, is associated to the ABS
polynomial Q3(δ=1), and the case δ = 0, is associated to the ABS polynomial Q3(δ=0).
For Q2(δ1; δ2) in (A.5), the case (δ1, δ2) = (1, 1), is associated to the ABS polynomial
Q2, the case (δ1, δ2) = (1, 0), is associated to the ABS polynomial Q1(δ=1), and the case
(δ1, δ2) = (0, 0), is associated to the ABS polynomial Q1(δ=0).
The affine-linear expressions of type-A equations given in Table 2, are as follows:
A4 :(
G+(x, α2, β2)− F (x, xb, α2, β2)
)(
G+(x, α1, β1)− F (x, xc, α1, β1)
)
× (G−(x, α2, β1)− F (x, xa, α2, β1))(G−(x, α1, β2)− F (x, xd, α1, β2))
× (S−(x, α2, β2)S−(x, α1, β1)S+(x, α2, β1)S+(x, α1, β2))2
− (G−(x, α2, β2)− F (x, xb, α2, β2))(G−(x, α1, β1)− F (x, xc, α1, β1))
× (G+(x, α2, β1)− F (x, xa, α2, β1))(G+(x, α1, β2)− F (x, xd, α1, β2))
× (S+(x, α2, β2)S+(x, α1, β1)S−(x, α2, β1)S−(x, α1, β2))2 = 0.
A3(δ) :
L(xa, xb, xc, xd, ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4)x
2 +Q3(δ)(xa, xb, xc, xd,α,β)x
− xaxbxcxdL
(
x−1d , x
−1
c , x
−1
b , x
−1
a , ρ4, ρ3, ρ2, ρ1) +
δ
4L(xa, xb, xc, xd, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4) = 0.
A2(δ1; δ2) :(
L(xa, xb, xc, xd, α2 − β1, β2 − α2, β1 − α1, α1 − β2) + δ2θ(α,β)φ(α,β)
)
x2
+Q2(δ1; δ2)(xa, xb, xc, xd,α,β)x + δ1L(xa, xb, xc, xd, ρ1γ
δ2
1 , ρ2γ
δ2
2 , ρ3γ
δ2
2 , ρ4γ
δ2
2 )
+ δ2
(
(α1 − α2)
(
(α1 − β1)(α2 − β1)xbxd − (α1 − β2)(α2 − β2)xaxc
)
+ (β1 − β2)
(
(α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)xcxd − (α1 − β1)(α1 − β2)xaxb
)
+ φ(α,β)
(
(α2 − β1)(α1 − β2)xbxc − (α1 − β1)(α2 − β2)xaxd
)
+ (α1 − β1)(α2 − β1)(α1 − β2)(α2 − β2)φ(α,β)θ(α,β)
)
+ xaxbxcxdL(x
−1
d , x
−1
c , x
−1
b , x
−1
a , β2 − α1, α1 − β1, α2 − β2, β1 − α2) = 0.
For A4 the definitions (3.24), (3.25), (3.26), are used.
For A3(δ), the ρi, γi, (i = 1, . . . , 4), are given by:
ρ1 = α1β2(α
2
2 − β21), γ1 = (α21 − β21)(α22 − β22)(α1β−12 − β2α−11 ),
ρ2 = α1β1(β
2
2 − α22), γ2 = (α21 − β22)(α22 − β21)(β1α−11 − α1β−11 ),
ρ3 = α2β2(β
2
1 − α21), γ3 = (α21 − β22)(α22 − β21)(β2α−12 − α2β−12 ),
ρ4 = α2β1(α
2
1 − β22), γ4 = (α21 − β21)(α22 − β22)(α2β−11 − β1α−12 ).
(A.7)
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For A2(δ1; δ2), the ρi, γi, (i = 1, . . . , 4), are given by:
ρ1 = (β1 − α1)(β2 − α2)(β2 − α1), γ1 =
(
α1(β1 + β2)− α2(β1 − β2)− α21 − β22
)
,
ρ2 = (α1 − β2)(α2 − β1)(α1 − β1), γ2 =
(
α1(β1 + β2)− α2(β2 − β1)− α21 − β21
)
,
ρ3 = (α1 − β2)(α2 − β1)(α2 − β2), γ3 =
(
α2(β1 + β2)− α1(β1 − β2)− α22 − β22
)
,
ρ4 = (β1 − α1)(β2 − α2)(β1 − α2), γ4 =
(
α2(β1 + β2)− α1(β2 − β1)− α22 − β21
)
.
(A.8)
A.2 Mixed cases (type-B and -C equations)
For the type-C face-centered quad equations in Table 3, there will appear the following four-
parameter versions of the type-H quad polynomials in the ABS list [3]:
H3(δ1; δ2; δ3)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = β1β2D4(xa, xb, xd, xc)− α22D4(xa, xb, xc, xd)
+(β2β1 −
β1
β2
)
(
δ1α1α2 +
α2β1β2
α1
(δ2xcxd − δ3xaxb)
)
,
(A.9)
H2(δ1; δ2; δ3)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = (xb − xa)φ(α2,β)φ(α1,β)δ3 + (xa + xb)(xc − xd)
−δ1(β1 − β2)
(
φ(α1,β)(−β1 − β2)δ2+δ3 − (xc + xd)φ(α1,β)δ2
)
+2δ2
(
(β2 − β1)(xcxd − β1β2 + α21) + (α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)(xc − xd)
)
+2δ3(β1 − β2)
(
xaxb − α21 − α2(α2 − β1 − β2)
)
,
(A.10)
H1(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 2φ(β,α2)− (xa + xb)(xc + xd). (A.11)
A.2.1 Type-B equations
The affine-linear expressions of type-B equations given in Table 3, are as follows:
B3(δ1; δ2; δ3) :
δ2L
(
xa, xb, xc, xd,
α1
β2
,−α1β1 ,−
α2
β2
, α2β1
)
x− δ22 θ(α2,β2)(α1α2β1β2)−1
+ δ3
(
xaxbα2(
xd
β2
− xcβ1 ) + xcxdα1(xaβ1 −
xb
β2
)
)
x−1
+ δ1L
(
xa, xb, xc, xd,
β2
α1
,− β1α1 ,−
β2
α2
, β1α2
)
x−1 −D4(xa, xb, xc, xd) = 0.
B2(δ1; δ2; δ3) :
δ1D1(xa, xb, xc, xd)x(−x)δ2 + (δ3 − 2δ2)φ(α,β)θ(α,β)xδ2
δ1
(
(1− δ3)L(xa, xb, xc, xd, α1 − β2, β1 − α1, β2 − α2, α2 − β1)(−2x)δ2
− θ(α,β)(2(x2 + (α1α2 − β1β2))− θ(α∗,β∗))δ2D1(−xa, xb, xc,−xd)δ3
)
− (δ2 + δ3)L
(
xa, xb, xc, xd, (α1 − α2)2,−(α1 − β1)2,−(α2 − β2)2, (α1 − β1)2
)
+ δ3
(
xbxc(xa + xd)− xaxd(xb + xc)−D4(xa, xb, xd, xc)(α1 − α2)
−D4(xa, xc, xd, xb)(β1 − β2)
)
+D4(xa, xb, xc, xd)φ(β,α)
δ3 = 0.
D1 : D1(xa, xb, xc, xd) = 0.
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A.2.2 Type-C equations
The affine-linear expressions of type-C equations given in Table 3, are as follows:
C3(δ1; δ2; δ3) :(
α2(β1xd − β2xc)− δ3α−11
(
α22(β1xb − β2xa) + β1β2(β1xa − β2xb)
))
x2
+H3(δ1; δ2; δ3)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)x+ α2xaxb(β2xd − β1xc)
+ δ1
(
α1(β1xb − β2xa) + α1α22(xaβ−12 − xbβ−11 )
)
+ δ22
(
α2(
α2
β1
− β1α2 )(
α2
β2
− β2α2 )(β2xd − β1xc)
+ 2xcxdα1
(
β1β2(β1xb − β2xa) + α22(β1xa − β2xb)
))
= 0.
C2(δ1; δ2; δ3) :(
(β1 − β2)φ(α1,β)δ3 − xc + xd + 2δ3
(
(α2 − β1)xa − (α2 − β2)xb
))
x2
+H2(δ1; δ2; δ3)(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)x+ xaxb
(
(β2 − β1)φ(α1,β)δ3 + xd − xc
)
+ δ1
(
(α2 − β1)xbxd
(
2(α1 − xc)− α2 − β1)δ2 − (α2 − β2)xaxc
(
2(α1 − xd)− α2 − β2
)δ2
− (α2 − β2)xaxd
(
2(α1 − β1) + α2 − β2
)δ2 + (α2 − β1)xbxc(2(α1 − β2) + α2 − β1)δ2
+ φ(α1,β)
(
β1xb − β2xa + α2(xa − xb)
)
(−β1 − β2)δ2+δ3
+ (α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)(xc − xd)
(
(α2 − β1)(β2 − α2)− (β1 − β2)2
)δ2
+ (α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)(β1 − β2)
(
β1β2 − α1α2 + (2α1 − α2)φ(α,β)
)δ2φ(α1,β)δ3
)
+ δ2
(
2(α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)(β1 − β2)xcxd + (β1 − β2)
(
α21 + α
2
2 − α2(β1 + β2)
)
(xa + xb)
+ φ(α2,β)(α
2
1 − β1β2)(xa − xb)− (α2 − β1)(α2 − β2)(β1 − β2)φ(α1,β)(xc + xd)
)
+ 2δ3(α
2
1 − β1β2)
(
β1xb − β2xa + α2(xa − xb)
)
= 0.
C1 :
(xc + xd)x
2 +H1(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)x+
(
2(α2 − β2) + xbxc
)
xa +
(
2(α2 − β1) + xaxd
)
xb
= 0.
Appendix B Fourteen discrete Laplace-type equations on the
face-centered cube
In Section 2, it was seen how the interaction-round-a-face form of the Yang-Baxter equation
implies fourteen discrete Laplace-type equations, which are obtained from the derivatives
taken with respect to the fourteen variables on vertices of the face-centered cube. These
equations are listed explicitly here using the notations of Section 2. The equations here are
also referred to as one of types-A, -B, or C, according to which type of face-centered quad
equation they correspond to through the method of Section 4.
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There are four equations obtained from derivatives with respect to the variables at interior
vertices on the left hand side of Figure 5
∂
∂xi
(
Lu2−v1(xf , xi) + Lu2−v2(xh, xi) + Lu1−v1(xa, xi) + Lu1−v2(xb, xi)
)
= 0, (B.1)
∂
∂xj
(
Λu2−w1(xh, xj) + Λu2−w2(xd, xj) + Λu1−w1(xb, xj) + Λu1−w2(xc, xj)
)
= 0, (B.2)
∂
∂xk
(
Λv2−w1(xf , xk) + Λv2−w2(xe, xk) + Λv1−w1(xh, xk) + Λv1−w2(xd, xk)
)
= 0, (B.3)
∂
∂xh
(
Lv1−v2(xf , xh) + Lu2−v2(xh, xi) + Λu2−w1(xh, xj) + Λv1−w1(xh, xk)
)
= 0. (B.4)
The equation (B.1) is of type-A, the equations (B.2), (B.3) are of type-B, and the equation
(B.4) is of type-C.
There are four equations obtained from derivatives with respect to the variables at interior
vertices on the right hand side of Figure 5
∂
∂x′i
(
Lu2−v1(xe, x′i) + Lu2−v2(xd, x′i) + Lu1−v1(x′h, x′i) + Lu1−v2(xc, x′i)
)
= 0, (B.5)
∂
∂x′j
(
Λu2−w1(xf , x
′
j) + Λu2−w2(xe, x
′
j) + Λu1−w1(xa, x
′
j) + Λu1−w2(x
′
h, x
′
j)
)
= 0, (B.6)
∂
∂x′k
(
Λv2−w1(xa, x
′
k) + Λv2−w2(x
′
h, x
′
k) + Λv1−w1(xb, x
′
k) + Λv1−w2(xc, x
′
k)
)
= 0, (B.7)
∂
∂x′h
(
Lv2−v1(x′h, xc) + Lu1−v1(x′h, x′i) + Λu1−w2(x′h, x′j) + Λv2−w2(x′h, x′k)
)
= 0. (B.8)
The equation (B.5) is of type-A, the equations (B.6), (B.7) are of type-B, and the equation
(B.8) is of type-C.
There are six equations obtained from derivatives with respect to the variables at boundary
vertices of Figure 5
∂
∂xa
(
Lu1−v1(xa, xi) + Lv2−v1(xa, xb)− Λu1−w1(xa, x′j)− Λv2−w1(xa, x′k)
)
= 0, (B.9)
∂
∂xb
(
Lu1−v2(xb, xi) + Lv2−v1(xa, xb) + Λu1−w1(xb, xj)− Λv1−w1(xb, x′k)
)
= 0, (B.10)
∂
∂xc
(
Lu1−v2(xc, x′i) + Lv2−v1(x′h, xc) + Λv1−w2(xc, x′k)− Λu1−w2(xc, xj)
)
= 0, (B.11)
∂
∂xd
(
Lu2−v2(xd, x′i) + Lv1−v2(xd, xe)− Λv1−w2(xd, xk)− Λu2−w2(xd, xj)
)
= 0, (B.12)
∂
∂xe
(
Lu2−v1(xe, x′i) + Lv1−v2(xd, xe) + Λu2−w2(xe, x′j)− Λv2−w2(xe, xk)
)
= 0, (B.13)
∂
∂xe
(
Lu2−v1(xf , xi) + Lv1−v2(xf , xh) + Λv2−w1(xf , xk)− Λu2−w1(xf , x′j)
)
= 0. (B.14)
These are all equations of type-C.
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